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ABSTRACT 

 

Many kinds of restaurant in Bangkok under Thailand such as Chinese style 

Japanese style, Western style restaurant and Hongkong-Chinese style restaurant which 

are distributing into many shopping center and main streets and roads, Bangkok city is 

multiple cultural place and there are many people from around the world who 

traveling and living in here so there has a lot of various kinds of customers for 

restaurants, restaurant industry could strive and flourish economic development 

Hongkong restaurant as one of all restaurant mentioned either, thereby author worked 

this research which pursued to find what factors will effect customer choice with 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok and then finding out approaches to how to improve 

marketing strategies for Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of the Study 

There are many kinds of restaurant in Thailand because society of Thailand that is 

multiple cultural fields, as historical developing and social exchanging in Thailand 

during the past years there are more foreign people who living in this country, most of 

them already had been local person (acquired nationality of Thailand ) and had been 

one part of person who belonged to Thailand , however, in this way , some of them 

had been keeping their traditional cultural characteristics still and then it possible to 

take the cultural into Thailand social , these are affluent to Thailand single local 

culture , and especially there are groups of Thai Chinese people , all of them have 

Chinese background. According to history, since the 13
th

 century most Chinese traders 

who were from Fujian and Guangdong province immigration to Thailand later then 

there were Chinese that accounted to the 12.2 percent of population of Thailand by 

1932 and then most of them were belonged to generations from Chaozhou in 

Guangdong , by the way they took their variety of culture into Thailand ,specially 

Chinese festival and food traditional cultural as this way Chinese festival and food 

either became one branch of Thailand historical culture and existing to nowadays 

there are many types of Chinese flavor restaurant in China Town and other 

commercial or mall areas in Bangkok, HongKong-style restaurant is one of 

these.Hongkong restaurants in Bangkok has 15 different brands around commercial 

zone these restaurants mainly undergo Chinese traditional courses and Hongkong 

style flavors for customers, such famous Guangdong dim sum and desserts, private 
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courses and popular hot-spot, some of them would like to afford comprehensive 

Hongkong flavor and different kinds of Hongkong noodles to customers in Bangkok, 

specially two brands would undertake Hongkong style coffee and desserts enjoying 

model, they owned themselves special attractions as well as under market from 

Bangkok city and these Hongkong restaurants have powerful competence of 

competition, whatever Hongkong-style restaurant are compared with Japanese 

restaurant and Western-flavor restaurant in restaurant market of Bangkok, the details 

of these fourteen Hongkong restaurants listing on the following table. 

Table1.1: Fifteen brands of Hongkong restaurants in Bangkok 

No. Name of Brands Type 

1 Tim Ho Wan Michelin Restaurant 

2 Ningkee(Hongkong)Hot-

spot 

Hongkong Hot-spot Buffet 

3 Little Hongkong Hongkong Private Course 

4 Hongkong House Comprehensive Hongkong 

Flavor 

5 Jasmine Reataurant Hongkong Private Course 

6 HongkongChinese 

Restaurant 

Comprehensive Hongkong 

Flavor 

7 Hongkong Dimsum Dimsum 

8 Hongkong Fisherman Café 

(K-village) 

Dimsum Coffee 

   

(Continued) 
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Table1.1 (Continued): Fourteen brands of Hongkong restaurants in Bangkok 

9 Gokfayuen Hongkong noodle 

10 Hongkong Noodle Hongkong noodle 

11 Hongkong Shark’s Fin Coffee and Desserts 

12 Zuma Restaurant Comprehensive Hongkong 

Flavor 

13 Shang Palace Comprehensive Hongkong 

Flavor 

14 Marina HK Comprehensive Hongkong 

Flavor 

15 Hongkong Kitchen Private Hongkong Course 

 

Travel industry has a long-term development in Thailand , the Organization of 

Travel was established by the Kingdom of Thailand government in 1960s meantime 

travel industry was established at that time , from starting to now travel industry 

already did become more stronger economic industry for Thailand , many people 

around world are coming to Thailand for travel each day , according to Department of 

Business of Thailand publish, this state will powerfully force service 

industry ,restaurant belongs to one part during this publish. Therefore , there are three 

advantages about restaurant industry developed in Thailand: 

(1). Basically perfect service system in Thailand food restaurant. Because of 

long time experiences in restaurant there are, they have basically perfect service 

approach and customer satisfaction maintain .   

(2). Resource of customer market as broad. There are very many persons 
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under the earth who are coming to Thailand for travel or multiple cultural 

immigration who are living now they will mainly select their town food and flavor.    

(3). Varieties of  food products spread out. For expansion demand of kinds of 

food in Thailand, many shop-owners from around world willing to run restaurant in 

Thailand especially Bangkok city that is capital ,they are taking their food product to 

Bangkok since then Bangkok food market has kinds of product, HongKong food 

runner is one of all as usual , so HongKong food is consist of delicious food from 

world in Bangkok.  

Since historical reason that there are many Chinese living in Thailand , 

however , there is a lot of  HongKong Chinese living here right now China is better 

economic and trade relationship to Thailand , HongKong as Special Admission 

Region in China is indifferent in doing that ,  HongKong has five merit factors for 

goodwill relationship with Thailand as followings, 

  (1).Geographic convenient, HongKong is located in Guangdong Province of 

China ,which is very near Thailand and belongingness of one of Triangle Economic 

Special Zone in China there has a lot of economical trade resource and long-term 

stability of business trade experiences.   

(2).Transportation advantages, HongKong has powerful transportation 

ability ,there is more international airport and many ship or land-boundary port within 

whole areas and modern transportation management system is very good which is 

going to be convenient to Thai people or business come to HongKong and as same as 

for HongKong.     

(3).Political factor , HongKong and Thailand are indifferently belonged to 

opening social statement.  
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(4).economical factor, every year HongKong and Thailand will do 

communication with each other in business or trade fields in this way that will be 

improving economic profit of tow sides.  

(5).cultural factor, as history went by Chinese culture already discriminated 

into Thailand society and then there are many Chinese from Guangdong living in 

Thailand therefore they can receive same part of culture with each other ,reducing 

barriers to communication for each one. 

Table1.2: Total Visitor Arrival by Country / Territory of Residence 

Country/Territor

y of residence 

Aug 

2015 

No. 

Aug 

2016 

No. 

%Growt

h 

Jan-Aug 

2015 

No. 

Jan-Aug 

2016 

No. 

%Growt

h 

Total 5,614,85

2 

5,086,49

6 

-9.4 39,865,52

3 

37,295,79

2 

-6.4 

Mainland China 4,550,14

8 

4,037,00

5 

-11.3 31,241,94

5 

28,383,24

1 

-9.2 

Non-Mainland 

China 

1,064,70

4 

1,049,49

1 

-1.4 8,623,578 8,912,551 +3.4 

Short Haul 

Markets(Exclusi

ve Mainland 

China) 

692,675 680,645 -1.7 5,313,777 5,564,549 +4.7 

Taiwan 189,843 174,341 -8.2 1,334,274 1,346,311 +0.9 

 

(Continued) 
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Table1.2 (Continued): Total Visitor Arrival by Country / Territory of Residence 

South Korea 96,589 114,727 +18.8 827,411 911,057 +10.1 

Indonesia 23,894 26,607 +11.4 277,530 303,665 +9.4 

Malaysia 33,549 30,875 -8.0 323,521 310,905 -3.9 

Philippines 51,042 54,217 +6.2 435,823 501,727 +15.1 

Singapore 44,640 37,178 -16.7 396,408 401,787 +1.4 

Thailand 36,340 33,374 -8.2 316,063 387,552 +22.6 

Others 121,749 107,427 -11.8 742,073 719,551 -3.0 

Long Haul 

Markets 

304,285 306,517 +0.7 2,720,129 2,790,256 +2.6 

USA 82,452 81,982 -0.6 758,484 766,738 +1.1 

Canada 24,994 25,487 +2.2 228.511 233,201 +2.1 

United 

Kingdom 

39,372 40,845 +3.7 341,537 355,442 +4.1 

France 16,839 18,532 +10.1 133,390 136,664 +2.5 

Germany 14,787 15,206 +2.8 129,482 140,723 +8.7 

Australia 35,957 34,582 -3.8 362,341 386,174 +1.6 

+Others 89,883 89,883 -0.1 766,384 789,314 +3.0 

New markets 67,744 62,329 -8.0 589,672 557,746 -5.4 

India 38,187 33,218 -13 356,651 329,262 -7.7 

GCC markets 7,268 7,099 -2.3 32,719 35,016 +7.0 

Russia 8,678 8,503 -2.0 101,434 89,986 -11.3 

 

(Continued) 
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Table1.2 (Continued): Total Visitor Arrival by Country / Territory of Residence 

Vietnam 5,576 4,252 -23.7 40,993 41,120 +0.5 

Vietnam 5,576 4,252 -23.7 40,993 41,120 +0.5 

 

Table1.3: Overnight Visitor Arrival by Country / Territory of Residence 

Country/Territor

y of residence 

Aug 

2015 

No. 

Aug 

2016 

No. 

%Growt

h 

Jan-Aug 

2015 

No. 

Jan-Aug 

2016 

No. 

%Growt

h 

Total 2,666,45

7 

2,494,09

8 

-6.5 17,688,90

6 

17,374,15

4 

-1.8 

Mainland China 2,001,99

3 

1,814,84

4 

-9.3 12,220,26

7 

11,546,22

7 

--5.5 

Non-Mainland 

China 

664,464 679,254 +2.2 5,468,639 5,827,927 +6.6 

Short Haul 

Markets(Exclusi

ve Mainland 

China) 

406,498 418,783 +3.0 3,158,402 3,463,331 +9.7 

Taiwan 84,218 78,104 -7.3 543,599 587,643 +8.1 

Japan 59,681 67,586 +13.2 386,751 426,628 +10.3 

South Korea 71,698 89,309 +24.6 615,877 697,229 +13.2 

Indonesia 17,448 20,872 +19.6 210,556 234,846 +11.5 

 

(Continued) 
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Table1.3 (Continued): Overnight Visitor Arrival by Country / Territory of Residence 

Philippines 42,442 45,084 +6.2 355,949 424,924 +19.4 

Singapore 32,812 26,494 -19.3 294,196 305,777 +3.9 

Thailand 26,447 26,703 +1.0 246,043 289,569 +17.7 

Others 48,342 43,088 -10.9 271,112 268,865 -0.8 

Long Haul 

Markets 

212,780 216,498 +1.7 1,914,458 1,972,242 +3.0 

USA 56,740 56,992 +0.4 533,097 544,915 +2.2 

Canada 16,050 17,006 +6.0 153,891 156,394 +1.6 

United 

Kingdom 

31,648 32,763 +3.5 274,918 283,532 +3.1 

France 12,737 13,690 +7.5 98,409 100,156 +1.8 

Germany 10,786 10,839 +0.5 91,819 99,824 +8.7 

Australia 27,041 26,041 -3.7 274,182 276,305 +0.8 

+Others 57,778 59,167 +2.4 488,142 511,116 +4.7 

New markets 45,186 43,973 -2.7 395,779 392,354 -0.9 

India 22,439 21,359 -4.8 225,477 221,202 -1.9 

GCC markets 6,385 6,443 +0.9 27,829 30,781 +10.6 

Russia 4,903 4,839 -1.3 61,405 54,621 -11.0 

Netherland 6,261 7,296 +16.5 43,152 46,634 +8.1 

Vietnam 5,198 4,036 -22.4 37,916 29,116 +3.2 

 

We can know by the table 1.1, visitors arrival at HongKong from Thailand 

totally had been increasing from 316,063 to 387,552 between January to August in 
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2015 and January to August in 2016 which absolutely growth to 22.6 percent point 

that is reached to champion point within short haul markets, by the table1.2 we can 

watch out that overnight visitors arrival at HongKong totally had been increasing 

from 246,043 to 289,569 within January to August in 2015 and January to August in 

2016 which growth by 17.7 percent which was ranked to the second large group 

increasing during the table, all of these data we easily understand HongKong has a big 

attractive influence for Thai people except from other factors delicious food from 

HongKong is better attraction. Within such hide a lot opportunity for economic 

among HongKong, China and Thailand,  in this way either could improve both region 

cultural communication and could increase ability to understand with each other by 

this approach, such that, it is able to development economic meanwhile deeply 

reduction barrier boundaries. Thereby the reason that it is important or necessary to do 

the study of factors influencing customer choice about HongKong restaurant in 

Bangkok. 

1.2 the Best Popular Three Hongkong Restaurants in Bangkok  

1.2.1 Tim Ho Wan 

Tim Ho Wan was coming to Bangkok in August 2015 at Terminal 21 

Mall .Asoke, it was expanding from Mong Kok area in HongKong , and it could 

afford serve to fresh Chinese dim sum to customer in Bangkok , before starting at 

Bangkok . this company already has had branches in other cities of countries such as 

Singapore , Jakarta, Manila, and Sydney, and it has the top two famous courses one is 

called steamed prawn dumplings and another one is called barbecued pork buns, it has 

been given a reputation of Michelin one starred restaurant, later called ‘ the best 

cheaper Michelin one starred restaurant’, and now they have a new branch that 
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located on Gateway shopping Mall in Ekkamai within Bangkok ,they already 

collected many good comments from customers in Bangkok, there are main four 

aspects as follow table. 

Table1.4 positive comments about Tim Ho Wan 

1.HongKong-style café restaurant 

2.super good snack restaurant 

3.very good Chinese food in delicious food square  

4.Michelin starred food 

 

Source: Tim Ho Wan Official Facebook  

1.2.2 Ningkee(Hongkong) Hot Spot 

 It is one of hot spot buffet restaurant and Chinese style restaurant in Bangkok 

and it has opened another branches in Taiwan, it was located in near Thlaind cultural 

center and Huikuang MRT station, there are many Chinese investment company or 

organization which are locating in here specially Embassy of People’s Republic of 

China office in this area so there has a lot Chinese-style-food restaurant and shop 

between these two MRT station especially Huikuang is called ‘Popular Chinese goods 

purchasing street’ therefore,Ningkee Hot Spot has very a lot Chinese customers or 

Thai customers or from other nations as well .and the shopping center Esplanade 

Ratchada in Bangkok will good basic service amenities for customer who coming to 

eat Ningkee(HongKong) Hot Spot such as convenient parking area and shopping 

environment. There are main four positive comments as followings showing by  table. 
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Table1.5 Positive comments about Ningkee(HongKong) hot spot 

1. Delicious, very much like the whole family 

2. Good service, good atmosphere 

3. Attracted a wide variety of fresh food stores 

4. Concentrated very much satisfied and Convenient 

 

Source: Ningkee(Hongkong) hot-spot Official Facebook 

1.2.3 Little Hongkong 

Little Hongkong is Hongkong Chinese-style- food restaurant in Bangkok and 

it has a new store Ratchada it is 24 hours all day opening store  and it would serve 

Chinese home food for main product it has very diversity style for their different area 

store actually such as its Hongkong ,Guangdong, Sichuan in China they are so 

different , when you are eating here that you will feel like doing eat at home, customer 

will feel that better silencer region charm and different delicious flavor of food, but 

menu will be presented as same, its good profile is his delicious food,it decorates with 

Hongkong daily lifestyle concept and use gold reserve their dining table , and it is 

famous around between Hongkong and Mainland China, however, there are four main 

positive comments as following showing by the table. 

Table1.6 Positive comments about Little Hongkong 

1.very highly place 

2.many different style food  

3.lower price 

 

Source: Little Hongkong Official Facebook      (Continued) 
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Table1.6 (Continued): Positive comments about Little Hongkong 

4.very good Hongkong Chinese style food restaurant 

 

Source: Little Hongkong Official Facebook   

1.3 Problem Statement 

  In business tending to be globalization today , restaurant industry has face to 

either simple or difficult issue, how to attract their customers by reasonable 

approaches in such large competitive business environment, Babin and Griffin(1998) 

said, customer satisfaction will be the best interest for marketing practice , therefore 

in service industry there are many restaurant that observed the regulation to run their 

store, but as varieties of demanding from different customers developing and 

changing quickly in nowadays ,these store managers have to renew to consider what 

strategies they will take under this development.so how improving customer 

satisfaction is focused on. 

McCollough(2000) said that in service industry areas, customer perceived 

quality was presented importance in restaurant business. When customers want to 

choose eating a restaurant ,they will regard quality of restaurant affording as 

important factor, therefore how improving quality of restaurant for maintaining good 

relationship among potential customer, new customer and old customer is to be very 

significant. 

Except customer satisfaction and quality of restaurant such as these customer 

preference factors ,brand choice of restaurant is significant in the end of customer 

choosing cycle, according to Jaksa Jack Kivela(2012) found,brand image would be 

presented important when quality of restaurant and food are same. Therefore how 
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brand choice to effect customer choice about restaurant which represented to be 

focused on in today. 

There are many Chinese style restaurant which are opening everyday in 

Bangkok city area, just large of them are put together China Town area and other new 

or old Chinese resident focused field which is distributed in Bangkok , centralized 

developing shopping mall as well, thank to most of Chinese tourism would like to 

come to Bangkok for their travel in this way hiding a lot economic improving 

opportunity for Thailand ,and then Chinese scholars and business men need to 

understand what factors will influence customer choice about HongKong restaurant in 

Bangkok, thereby, the author is writing this research’ a study of factors influencing 

customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot 

Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok based on customer behavior for restaurant and 

reviewed many models for customer choice in restaurant already issued and some 

relative dissertations and references. 

1.4 Aim of the Study 

Objectives in Doing this study want to reach at five purposes as followings:  

(1). Identify what factors will influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

(2). Understanding about HongKong-style Chinese food restaurant in 

Bangkok. 

(3). Analyzing how factors influencing customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok 

to effect consumer.  

(4). Finding what strategies can help HongKong restaurant in Bangkok to 
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improve and develop. 

(5). Learning how to collect data and data analysis in this process on 

Independent study.  

1.5 Research Questions 

Process in doing this research, ordering to reach to purpose that research questions 

are represented as followings: 

(1) What factors will create effect to customer choice about top three HongKong 

restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

(2) What extent of effect of the factors influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok. 

(3) As the results from this study finding, what strategies can help Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok to improving and develop. 

1.6 Research Scopes 

This research will survey what factors influencing customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok ,selecting people living in Bangkok who come to 

consumer at Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee(Hongkong) Hot Spot, Little Hongkong in 

Bangkok as sample population, creating 404 questionnaires as sample size for this 

study, and research methodology take quantitative approach.  
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1.7 the Layout of the Study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1.1: the layout of the study framework 

This layout of study shows as follow content: 

Chapter 1 Introduction, in the first section will illustrate clearly background of 

the study, the top popular top three Hongkong restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot 

Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, problem statement, aim of the study, research 

questions and research scopes. 

Chapter2 Literature Review, in the second section will summarize ideas and 

knowledge about consumer behavior, brand equity and marketing mix from some 

literatures the author collected for this study,  

Chapter3 Methodology this is research chapter and in the third section will 

describe and discuss clearly research design, research method and research hypothesis 

at all. 

Chapter4 Finding and Analysis, this is the fourth section in this study, it will 

illustrate apparently how to tackle the data you collected and what results from 

research methodology applied. 

Chapter5 Conclusion, in the final section within the study ,in this chapter will 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

Chapter 3 

Methodology 

Chapter 4 

Finding & Analysis 

Chapter 5 

Discussion & Conclusion 
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state the consequent from the studies and how to solve the problem that find in this 

study and some suggestions provided by the results from the study in practical.      
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Definition of HongKong Chinese style Food 

Hongkong food is not simply  flavor combination with Estern and Western, it 

was presented a unique local delight delicious food around world. Hongkong had long 

time international development since that Hongkong food early fast spread out around 

the world,and Hongkong food started from street-stall and it could every class food 

for customers around world( Lushan, 2001 ). 

Hongkong food mainly is effected by Guangdongness cuisine, based on this, 

added some other place flavor, especially Western and Japanese style cuisine because 

of its history of colony by British and aggression by Japan in past ( Richard,2001 ), 

Hongkong food includes Guangdongness cuisine and Westen , Japanese style cuisine 

and other Chinese flavor such as Zhejiang cuisine or Shanghai cuisine(Elizabeth, 

2001). 

2.2 7Ps Marketing Mix Theory 

Marketing now is the key that will acquire profit approach for company or 

corporation about its business run and many companies and academic institutions all 

still deeply have been studied marketing approach for improving their entity level of 

benefit-get. 

Marketing mix concept is belonged to one of the key conception within 

marketing theory group. McCarthy(1964) came up with 4Ps marketing mix concept, 

they were product, price, place and promotion during this theory, as social developing 
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and changing quickly later, more and more new factors already joined into marketing 

mix concept group, and 4Ps marketing mixes have been put forward some new 

elements that were different from prior results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: 7Ps Marketing Mix Model Structure 

Until from 1976s to 1992s, many modification proposal for 4Ps marketing 

mixes were emerging by current criticisms, for example, Nickels & Jolson (1976), 

Kotler (1986), Mindak & Fine (1981), Waterschoot and Bulte (1992), they were 

contribution to expand 4Ps marketing mix conception, particularly Booms&Bitner’s 

(1981) based on 4Ps theory framework and expanded the framework factors as 

people, process, physical evidence which was accepted widely in service marketing 

area and to be useful widely for guide to marketing. 

Definition of marketing mix is a group of variable that will influence customer 

can be controlled by tool od marketing management(Shapiro,1985), therefore, 7ps 

theory would conduct to use widespread fields as well today. 

7Ps marketing mixes are product, price, promotion, place, people, process, and 

physical evidence, every factor will be marketing strategies as well, therefore in this 

article will state the seven elements in next. 

  According to Booms & Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps marketing mix model exclaimed, it 

Product Place People 

Promotion 

Price 

Physical 

Evidence 

Process 

Target 

Markets 
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includes produc, price, promotion, place, people, process, and physical evidence these 

seven elements.   

Product 

For service marketing, product has tow main elements, these are visible product or 

invisible product, instead of, visible product equals physical goods and invisible 

product equals service you will purchase. By Booms & Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps model, 

product has programs as follow twelve.  

1. Quality 

2. Brand Name 

3. Service Line 

4. Warranty 

5. Capability 

6. Facilitating 

7. Goods 

8. Tangible Clues 

9. Price 

10. Personnel 

11. Physical Environment 

12. Process of Service Delivery 

Price 

In customer choice process, price is important factor by consideration ahead, 

because price is value of product that while the customer buying, the value includes 

product valure and use value attached on product, and then price either is more 

significant competitive element within marketing approach. Therefore, by Booms & 
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Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps model will present as follow five factors. 

1. Level of Discounts and Allowances 

2. Payment Terms 

3. Customer’s Own Perceived Value 

4. Quality or Price Interaction 

5. Differentiation 

Promotion 

Promotion is approach that can be popular and known by customer or target 

market, even though your product present great good, you have to take great 

promotion approach for product you want to. By Booms & Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps 

model, promotion will be presented by as follow ten factors.   

1. Advertising 

2. Personal Selling 

3. Sales Promotion 

4. Publicity 

5. Personnel 

6. Physical Environment 

7. Facilitating 

8. Goods 

9. Tangible Clues 

10. Process of Service Delivery 

Place 

Place is location strategy in general view, in fact, it can be spread our to consider 

distribution channel, deciding to how to make your product to meet customer and 
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where, either customers are able to touch product you sold channel, for service 

marketing area, location strategy obviously presents important. According to Booms 

& Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps model, they considered as follow four factors under it. 

1. Location 

2. Accessibility 

3. Distribution Channels 

4. Distribution Coverage 

People 

People includes staff or employee, customer, retailer, and supplier that people 

have to operate circles in marketing process, people as human resource has ability to 

maintain marketing process to be successful and smooth, if organization has smart 

personnel that equals it has powerful competitive ability in market. By Booms & 

Bitner’s (1981) 7Ps model, they would like to consider as following ten factors.      

1. Personnel 

2. Training 

3. Discretion 

4. Commitment 

5. Incentives 

6. Appearance 

7. Interpersonal Behavior 

8. Attitudes 

9. Other Custoomers’ Degree of Involvement 

10. Customer and Customer Contact 

Process 
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Process means that service you afford how to let customer perceive and exploit, in 

another word simply, it is delivery process between service and customer, 

organizations have to pay attention especially in service marketing, because it 

concerned with customer satisfaction and goodwill relationship.Booms&Bitner(1981) 

were willing to think as following seven factors.  

1. Policies 

2. Procedures 

3. Mechanization 

4. Employee Discretion 

5. Customer Involvement 

6. Customer Direction 

7. Flow of Activities 

Physical Evidence 

Physical evidence is belong to additional physical in marketing, what customer 

will pay integration in consumer, for example, in hair-cut shop, hair-cut dome is 

belong to physical evident and in coffee shop, paper cup amd menu are belonged to 

physical evidence, therefore, in another word, physical evidence is support to your 

service additional physicals. So, Booms and Bitner (1981) acquired extension of 

marketing mix about physical evidence as following eight factors. 

1. Environments 

2. Furnishings 

3. Color 

4. Layout 

5. Noise Level 
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6. Facilitating 

7. Goods 

8. Tangible Clues 

7Ps marketing mix model was based in 4Ps marketing mix theory, and people, 

process, physical evidence was belongingness of extension part, except these, those 

old four elements were input new understands, therefore, Booms and Bitner(1981) 

advocated the 7Ps marketing mix model that illustrated how goods and service to 

meet customer by these seven elements as follow figure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Model of Goods and Services Meet Customer 

There are three main boxes called goods procedure, intermediaries and service 

procedure, goods procedure and service include product, price and promotion they 

have to via intermediaries(place, people, process, physical evidence) to meet customer 

during this marketing circles. 

The idea found by Booms and Bitner in 1981, they were available to think and 
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find how goods and service to meet customer by 7Ps marketing mix model they 

advocated, later their theory widely used by other marketing areas. But in this article, 

author would like to use in restaurant marketing to reach research objective.  

2.3 Purchase Decision and Choice Theory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure2.3: Purchase Decision Model 

Many scholars’ literatures showed what purchase decision process, that simply 

summaries as the process that is when customer comes to buy, another view that it is 

called cost-benefit analyze process for customer. 

Philip Kotler(2009) claimed six model of buying decision process, these are six 

program as follow. 

1. Problem Identification. 

2. Information Search 

3. Listing Alternative brands 

4. Evaluation of Alternatives 

5. Purchase Decision 

6. Post-purchase Behavior 

-Problem Identification 

Evaluation of 

Alternatives 
Purchase Decision 
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Alternative 

Brands 
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Behavior 
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This section is concerned with what customers need, customers’ needs from 

internal stimuli or external stimuli, for instance, a customer wants to have eat 

restaurant, they would like to ask their friends or other relationships a little, since that, 

as external stimuli marketer has to investigate what customer real needs and how to 

guide choose in their buying process for marketer as an important behavior, since that, 

Kotler (2009) think that is the begin of consumer buying decision process. 

-Information Search 

This is second stage, in this step customer just already have finished to know 

what they need actually, so next one they would go to find information about their 

target to choose for what they need and make them content 

However, customer searches information they find by these approaches as follow 

five ways. and first one is what they need now and they would like to differentiate 

needs to past, and then they would consult people around them, next then they would 

focus advertisement and packaging,  public media would give some suggestions or 

reports for buying decision, finally, customer would prefer to trust their experience of 

using product before, therefore. 

1. Internal resource 

2. Group resource 

3. Marketing resource 

4. Public resource 

5. Experience resource 

-Listing Alternative Brands 
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By Kotler (2009) model, under this stage, customer could gather information 

available for product or brand they want to buy, and they would come to analyze 

information they get and list out product or brands by information available analysis 

to confirm what brand or product they make decision to buy and collection of 

necessary information what they already selected. 

What factors they considered presented important, according  Kotler’s  (2009) 

ideas, there are factors as following: 

1. Features 

2. Price 

3. Model 

4. Warranty 

5. After-sale service 

-Evaluation of Alternative 

Coming into this stage, according findings of Kotler’s (2009) model   

customer already finished to analysis of information available and brands or products 

selected process, after these do, customer on this stage would like to focus on 

evaluation of alternatives satisfaction extent and solution of their problem by brand 

produced, and customer would start anew to consider like that price, features and so 

on. 

-Purchase Decision 

Customer already targeted what they they want to buy and what they need, 

next one is that customer will make big decision to buy their  product targeted and 
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they have rights to buy or not, where and when, how, how many or how much all 

these are possible to depend on customer purchase decision. 

-Post-Purchase Behavior 

Buying activities are not over on circle of purchase decision, customer 

satisfaction would hind after buying service, customers have to trust their after 

purchase experience to give high satisfaction judgment or not, in another word, 

customers’ post-purchase experience depends on level of consumer satisfaction as 

well right now in marketing process for brand. 

If one brand gives product can afford overweight of expectation for customer, 

they will be more happy and if not they will be un happy. 

2.4 Brand Equity Theory 

Brand is difference within competition by customer as usual, it would be the 

key to be successful for corporations,  in marketing fields, there is important that 

strategical brand management for corporation, and model of brand equity is belonged 

to one of strategical brand management, brand equity added values to brand 

management its construct. 

There are many literatures that illustrated brand equity conception, they 

attempt to definite brand equity in marketing theory that concerned about among 

customer and product term, simply think to brand equity ,we can consider it is 

combination concept aa brand and additional values within itself . there is different 

view during occupation diversity , accountant regard it as difference from marketer 

about consideration of brand equity definition. 
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Brand equity conception concerned with two main thinkings in general , one is 

customer-orientation and another one is company-orientation all of terminologies 

acclaimed by Feldwick in 1996,  this scholar classified clearly multiple meaning as 

followings: 

- as a kind of asset that is one of brand owner 

- as a extent of customer’s loyalty  

- as a kind of belief when customer’s considering of buying 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Brand Equity Conception 

According to these views, the first one we can see as brand value, that one in 

general regarded as brand value by financial workers or charging to account workers, 

and nest then,  the second idea  that related to extent customer’s loyalty in another 

word it is mean that measure of customer loyalty for brand, it can be called generally 

brand loyalty final one we can know when a customer decides to buy product sold, 

they would like to choose by their belief for brand, may be product quality or brand 

belief, consumer belief or others, whatever they will consider  under process of their 

choice, therefore we could summarize it as brand image, All above we concluded by 
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Brand 
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Brand 
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Feldwick’s(1996) finding that we could understand generally as brand values, brand 

loyalty and brand image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: Brand Equity Model 

After that Feldwick’s(1996) brand equity definition, there is a famous model 

of brand equity that is called Aaker’s(1991) model of brand equity, and Aaker(1991) 

considered brand equity as a group of asset and liability for brand. He thought there 

were five components in his model, as follow five components: 

-Brand Loyalty 

-Brand Awareness 

-Perceived Quality 

-Brand Associations 

-Other Proprietary Assets 

 

 

Brand Equity Model 

1. Brand Awareness 

2. Brand Association 

3. Brand    Loyalty 

4. Perceived Quality 

5. Other Property Assets 
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-Brand Loyalty 

That is concerned about customer loyalty for brand, and it was expanded by 

David Aaker(1991) as followings: 

1. Reduced marketing costs 

2. Trade leverage 

3. Attracting new customers 

4.  Tine to response to competitive threats 

-Brand Awareness 

Brand awareness that is definition about brand is known by customer while 

they are buying and it could be measure, Aaker(1991) advocated this model that brand 

awareness as an important factor which provided by customer, so he considered that 

improving customer’s interpretation, confidence of purchase decision and satisfaction 

using such as these could increase brand ability to competitive. and then 

Aaker’s(1991) model as following findings with it. 

1. Anchor to which other associations are able to be attached 

2. Similarity 

3. Commitment 

4. Brand to be advised 

-Perceived Quality 

  It is concerned about brand product can afford customer to great good quality 

and Aaker(1991) considered that was able to test by as follow factors. 
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1. Cause to buy 

2. Positioning 

3. Price 

4. Different sales channel 

5. Brand Extensions 

-Brand Associations 

  That about company’s values be enhancing, and Saker(1991) acclaimed that 

was able to measure by as follow. 

1. Strive brand 

2. Distinguish 

3. Playing a role in buying process 

4. Brand Extension 

-Other Proprietary Assets 

According to Aaker’s(1991) idea, could be known that is possible to 

accumulate rights by brand and improving brand competitive merits, such as rights, 

relation with coordinate partner, simply definite that is competitive advantages as 

usual. 

- Brand Preference 

Brand preference as an important business research body, there is meaningful 

action for company marketing, because consumer brand preference is related to 

customer attitudes for brand, brand preference is explained by customer attitudes 

about perception and values for brand product appeared(Frank M. Bass, 1972), and 
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brand preference relationship among customer buying decision process presented very 

relative (Kotler, 2009), there are mainly distribution in information search, listing 

alternative brands and evaluation of alternatives these three circles. 

According to Frank Bass(‘s1972) definition of brand preference and  Kotler’s 

(2009) consumer purchase decision model, could gain within buying decision process, 

brand preference mainly is created from information search to evaluation of 

alternatives, under information search, customer would think what brand product they 

need and then resort them, when they confirmed what brand product they already 

targeted, customer would go to listing alternative brands circle, in this step, customer 

attitudes appeared obviously main significant they would select brand product by their 

brand preference while some brand product as shortlisted by customer brand 

preference, when they already finished list out their preference brand product, they 

would like to come to alternatives evaluating as well at that time, in this circle 

customer once more once to consider comparatively by their consumer preference and 

behavior preference. 

  2.5 Consumer Behavior Theory 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Consumer Behavior Model 
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From the figure shows that under principal of marketing (Kotler, 1999) 

responses of buyer and other stimuli are significantly influence customer black box 

(Shahrzad Jeddi, 2013), there were six things in other stimuli box as followings: 

- Economical 

- Technical 

- Political 

- Product 

- Price 

- Place 

All six factors would affect customer purchase process, purchase decision in 

customer black box, there were four selections in responses of buyer box as product, 

brand, seller, timing and price selection all four selections would affect customer 

purchase and buyer characteristic. 

2.6 Consumer Lifestyle Theory 

Now customer is core element in research that marketing process around 

world but actually customer is not unique important sector in marketing research. 

Analysis of lifestyle of customer like that sector above mentioned, notion of 

consumer lifestyle was mentioned definitely that customer’s necessary needs and 

wants in per day (Michman & Mazze, 2009), the research believed that consumer 

lifestyle would be important factor that influence customer choice. Because it could 

afford comprehensive of customers’ general needs and wants, consumer lifestyle 

could help manager to accurately position their product and service in other word that 
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will help manager to do reasonable decision making (Plummer, 1974).  

Research of customer lifestyle in selecting restaurant summarized some 

representative components such as attitude, culture and perceive, weekend plan, 

consumer lifestyle will guide customer choice under customer feeling, emotion, 

needs, wants, preference and then keeping customer loyalty of restaurant and improve 

restaurant attraction for customers (Reece, 2008). 

2.7 Brand Choice Theory 

 Choice theory was delivered to a psychology new highlight in human behavior 

which developed from 1960’s William Glasser’s method mentioned (Glasser, 2010), 

first choice was a human normal behavior and then secondly choice was from 

human’s internal motivation moreover, everyone would like to choose like or happy 

things, since that , got choice was not withstood by human psychological factors, 

humankind would not always stop to seek their choice in life ( Glasser, 1998 ). 

From all above author could consider choice is a human normal behavior that 

is successful for like or love things about what we want to do. William easily found 

five significantly effective factors with choice, first was related to survival such as 

human basic life needs or wants, second was related to belonging such as our 

friendship or family, third was related to achievement such as what people strongly 

reached out, next then fourth was related to interest and last one was related to 

independence such as people all needed to consider freedom.(Glasser, 1998). 

 In accordance with above author could attain conclusions on concept of choice 

as follows: first choice is person behavior that could control and then choice could 

from information decision-making, it is long-term problem in life and always 

concerns about human needs satisfaction, it is related to psychological field problem 
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now. 

2.8 Multinomial Logistic Regression Theory 

It is concerned about a classification approach that generalizing logistic 

regression to multiclass problems, under more two discrete results, multinomial 

logistic regression is a special solution to the classification problems which assumes 

that a liner combination of some observed features and some problem-specific 

parameters are able to determine the probability of each results for dependent variable 

(William H., 2012). This model to be solved to predict categorically distributed 

dependent variables for the probabilities of the different possible results, given a 

group of independent variables. 

 Multinomial logistic regression is utilized when the dependent variable is 

presented nominal attribute during question and since that there are two more types. 

In all problems which were statistical classification, in general they have a common 

dependent variable you want to predict and some independent variables which are 

utilized to test the dependent variables. 

 The multinomial logistic model assumption of data are specific, per 

independent variable possesses a single value for per case, the multinomial logistic 

model either assumption of the dependent variable is not able to be absolutely 

predicted from the independent variables in any case. 

 There is a mathematical equation underlying multinomial logistic regression 

as follow: 

Score(Xi , k) =βk×Xi 

where Xi is the vector of explanatory variables describing observation i, βk is a 

vector of weights (or regression coefficients) corresponding to outcome k, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regression_coefficient
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score(Xi, k) is the score associated with assigning observation i to category k. In 

discrete choice theory, where observations represent people and outcomes represent 

choices, the score is considered the utility associated with person i choosing outcome 

k. The predicted outcome is the one with the highest score. 

As a latent variable model in multinomial logistic regression, with following the 

two-way latent variable model mentioned for binary logistic regression. This 

formulation is common in the theory of discrete choice models, it could make easy to 

compare multinomial logistic regression to the related multinomial probit model, as 

well as to extend it to more complex models. 

There are mathematical equation as follows: 

Y
*
i,1 =β1×Xi +ε1 

Y
*
i,2 =β2×Xi +ε2 

… 

Y
*
i,k =βk×Xi +εk 

 Where εk to EV1 (0,1). 

This latent variable can be thought of as the utility associated with data point i 

choosing outcome k, where there is some randomness in the actual amount of utility 

obtained, which accounts for other unmodeled factors that go into the choice. The 

value of the actual variable is then determined in a non-random fashion from these 

latent variables (i.e. the randomness has been moved from the observed outcomes into 

the latent variables), where outcome k is chosen if and only if the associated utility 

(the value of is greater than the utilities of all the other choices, i.e. if the utility 

associated with outcome k is the maximum of all the utilities. Since the latent 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_choice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_regression#As_a_two-way_latent-variable_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_choice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinomial_probit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utility
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variables are continuous, the probability of two having exactly the same value is 0, so 

we ignore it. 

There are mathematical equation as follows: 

Pr(Yi = 1) = Pr (max(Y
*
i,1, Y

*
i,2…… Y

*
i,k.) = Y

*
i,1) 

Pr(Yi = 2) = Pr (max(Y
*
i,1, Y

*
i,2…… Y

*
i,k.) = Y

*
i,2) 

…….. 

Pr(Yi = k) = Pr (max(Y
*
i,1, Y

*
i,2…… Y

*
i,k.) = Y

*
i,k) 

Now in where combination above equation delivered as follows: 

Pr(Yi = 1) =β1ΧXi +ε1 –(βkΧXi +εk) > 0∨k = 2……..K 

=(β1–βk) Xi > εk-ε1∨k = 2……..K 

The difference of between two independent variables identically distributed to 

extreme-value-distributed variables follows the logistic distribution, where the first 

parameter is unimportant. This is understandable since the first parameter is a location 

parameter, i.e. it shifts the mean by a fixed amount, and if two values are both shifted 

by the same amount, their difference remains the same. This means that all of the 

relational statements underlying the probability of a given choice involve the logistic 

distribution, which makes the initial choice of the extreme-value distribution, which 

seemed rather arbitrary, somewhat more understandable. 

The second parameter in an extreme-value or logistic distribution is a scale 

parameter, the effect of using an error variable with an arbitrary scale parameter in 

place of scale 1 can be compensated simply by multiplying all regression vectors by 

the same scale. Together with the previous point, this shows that the use of a standard 

extreme-value distribution (location 0, scale 1) for the error variables entails no loss 

of generality over using an arbitrary extreme-value distribution. In fact, the model is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Continuous_variable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Independent_identically_distributed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logistic_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location_parameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Location_parameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_parameter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale_parameter
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non identifiable (no single set of optimal coefficients) if the more general distribution 

is used. 

2.9 Precious Related Research 

2.9.1Restaurant Selection Model 

Owe to restaurant industry developing vastly and then, aim to study consumer 

emotion and behavioral intention all how to affect it forward, ( Namkung Y.,2010 ), 

many Chinese style restaurant primarily relied on external markets rather than internal 

and growth in many Chinese style restaurant ( Lu,1995 )  therefore ,they should 

consider how to attract customer, in other word, they should recognize restaurant 

selection of customers.and over the past literature review, summation of five factors 

as follows (SooCheong, 2010) 

- Food quality 

- Service quality 

- Price 

- Interior 

- Exterior 

2.9.2 Factors Influencing Service Standards 

For keeping ability to competition in peer industry, per restaurant should 

establish proper standards between their customer need and customer expectation, 

change of customer perception will affect customer satisfaction, factors as follows 

presented by service criteria manager from restaurant understanding (Hokey Min, 

2011). 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nonidentifiable
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-Service criteria 

1. Service image  

This term means that profile of restaurant by physical environment, and service 

impression  from customer and service quality (Min, 2011), and details as following: 

(1). Clean 

(2). Service response time 

(3). Quality of pre-service 

(4). Staff image 

2. Food quality 

Food quality as quality characters of food are acceptable by customer buying food 

at all, and it can regard as two main aspect on this term such as external appearance 

and internal appearance like those as follows (Hokey, 2011): 

(1). Healthy food 

(2). Taste of food 

(3). Reputation 

3. Accessibility 

This term shows what and how extent customer will accept, and there are three 

factors as follows ( Hokey, 2011 ) 

(1).  Facilities 

(2).  Open hours 
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(3).  Safety 

4. Drawing power 

In other word, this term is related to speciality for one restaurant, is the best 

ability to competition, there are three core factors.  

(1). various food 

(2). competitive price 

5.   Location 

This term will illustrate place that restaurant located and prepare to locate on 

somewhere, and there are three virtue factors. 

(1). nearly residence 

(2). nearly workplace 

(3). nearly highway 

2.9.3 Restaurant Satisfaction 

In today business environment to be more competitive and customer 

satisfaction to be the greatest interesting to many scholars and practicers in marketing 

area (Babin & Griffin, 1998) and then importance of accepted quality as same as level 

in restaurant (McCollough, 2000), there are three elements of quality include food, 

atmosphere, service which are appeared important for restaurant (Nunnally,1978). 

- Food 

  Essence of food is significant for basic needs of human, that is function about 

food physical role and then, presentation of food and nutrition of elements, taste like 
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or not and extent of freshness about raw materials will be considered when customer 

in choosing process. There some customer will pay attention the temperature of food 

(Namkung, 2007). 

1. Presentation 

2. Healthy option 

3. Taste 

4. Freshness 

5. Temperature 

- Atmospheres 

  Customer feelings are different presentation, layout of room and facilities will 

affect customer satisfaction extent, good layout would give customer good impression 

in their mind and purchase experience. Except that, internal design, color and music 

either could afford affect customer judgement for restaurant (Namkung, 2007), so 

there are four key elements as follows during this item. 

1. Spatial layout 

2. Interior design 

3. Color 

4. Music 

- Service 

In many general customer mind about their consumer memory of experience, the 

best remembered is belonged to service judgement for one restaurant, whenever pre-

service quality and after-purchase service quality both are indifferent significant and 
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those were delivered by staff as worked at restaurant by factors as follows (Soocheng 

,2007)  

5. Promised service 

6. Willingness to help 

7. Competency 

8. Empathetic response 

2.10Theoretical Framework  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Framework of Theories 
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Hongkong restaurants (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong ) in 

Bangkok there are five models would be independent variables as marketing mix 7Ps, 

brand equity, consumer behavior, consumer lifestyle and demographic. 

In marketing 7Ps model from this study there are seven elemnts from the figure as 

follows: 

- Product: it has tow main elements, these are visible product or invisible product, 

instead of, visible product equals physical goods and invisible product equals 

service you will purchase. (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

- Price: that is value of product that while the customer buying, the value includes 

product value and use value attached on product (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

- Promotion:  an approach that can be popular and known by customer or target 

market, even though your product present great good. (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

- Place: it is location strategy in general view, in fact, it can be spread out to consider 

distribution channel, deciding to how to make your product to meet customer and 

where, either customers are able to touch product you sold channel. (Booms & 

Bitner, 1981) 

- People:  it includes staff or employee, customer, retailer, and supplier that people 

have to operate circles in marketing process, people as human resource has ability 

to maintain marketing process to be successful (Booms & Bitner, 1981 ) 

- Process: meaning that service you afford how to let customer perceive and exploit, 

in another word simply, it is delivery process between service and customer, 

organization. (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

- Physical Evidence: is belong to additional physical in marketing, what customer 
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will pay integration in consumer. (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

In brand equity model from this study there are three elements from the figure 

as follows: 

- Brand awareness : awareness about brand choice in customer consideration 

circle under buying decision.(Asker, 1991) 

- Brand preference: brand preference is explained by customer attitudes about 

perception and values for brand product appeared(Bass, 1972) 

- Brand loyalty: a circle of customer relationship maintain and customer would 

like to purchase again and again. (Bass, 1972) 

In consumer behavior model from this study there are two elements as 

follows: 

- Heavy consumption : is great account of number of product consumer in 

service marketing in restaurant industry. (Kotler, 1999) 

- Frequency of consumption: is mean that customer would like to consumer 

how much times for product in simple word that is customer would like to 

frequently choose one brand restaurant. (Kotler, 1999) 

In consumer lifestyle model from this study there are three elements as 

follows: 

- Attitude: mainly illuminates clearly what feeling, emotional and aware 

Customer possess and need in their consumer process. (Michman & Mazze, 

2009) 

- Culture : characteristics of customer’s habits, hobbies, lifestyle and accustoms 

would affect customer’s buying decision making. (Michman & Mazze, 2009) 
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- Weekend plan: is belonged to lifestyle, in another word simply means that 

customer’s holiday plan or what time they want to do or what are they doing on 

weekend time. (Michman & Mazze, 2009) 

In Demographic model there are seven elements as follows: 

- Gender 

- Age 

- Education 

- Married status 

- Salary 

- Occupation 

- Religion 

All demographic information could state clearly customer basis personal 

situation and type of customer division in  many research literature. 

2.11 Hypotheses 

In order to achieve to solve research problem and objectives for this study, 

there are hypotheses as follow.  

H1o Marketing mix does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1a Marketing mix does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1o Product does not significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 
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H1.1a Product does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.1o Good Taste does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.1a Good Taste does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.2o Good Quality does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.2a Good Quality does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.3o Preferring Package does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.1.3a Preferring package does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2o Price does not significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2a Price does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2.1o Lower Price does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2.1a Lower Price does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2.2o Moderating Price does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 
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H1.2.2a Moderating Price does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2.3o Flexibility Discount does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.2.3a Flexibility Discount does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3o Promotion does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3a Promotion does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.1o Advertising does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.1a Advertising does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.2o Awards does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.2a Awards does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.3o Benefit Activity does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.3.3a Benefit Activity does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4o Place does not significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 
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H1.4a Place does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.1o Traffic Convenient does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.1a Traffic Convenient does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.2o City-Center does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.2a City-Center does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.3o Shopping Mall does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.4.3a Shopping Mall does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5o People does not significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5a People does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5.1o Friendly Staff does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5.1a Friendly Staff does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5.2o Skillful Staff does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 
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H1.5.2a Skillful Staff does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5.3o Responsible Staff does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.5.3a Responsible Staff does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6o Process does not significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6a Process does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.1o Efficient Service does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.1a Efficient Service does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.2o Technological Service does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.2a Technological Service does significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.3o Easy Service does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.6.3a Easy Service does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7o  Physical evidence does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 
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H1.7a  Physical evidence does  significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.1o Clean Environment does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.1a Clean Environemnt does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.2o Good Decoration does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.2a Good Decoration does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.3o Good Facilities not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H1.7.3a Good Facilities does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2o Brand Equity does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2a Brand Equity does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.1o Brand name does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.1a Brand name does significantly influence customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.2o Brand awareness dose not significantly influence customer choice about 

restaurant in Bangkok 
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H2.2a Brand awareness does significantly influence customer choice about 

restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.3o Brand preference does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.3a Brand awareness does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.4o Brand loyalty does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H2.4a Brand loyalty does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3o consumer behavior does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3a consumer behavior does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3.1o level of consumer does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3.1a level of consumer does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3.2o Frequency of consumer does not significantly influence customer choice 

about Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H3.2a Frequency of consumer does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4o Consumer lifestyle does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 
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H4a Consumer lifestyle does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.1o healthy demand does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.1a healthy demand does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.2o entertainment does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.2a entertainment does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.3o family orientation does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.3a family orientation does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.4o work orientation does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H4.4a work orientation does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok. 

H5o Service Quality does not significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok 

H5a Service Quality does significantly influence customer choice about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

 
In this chapter, there is mainly illustration about research methodology used in 

this article, we will discuss that there are research design and population, sample, 

research instrument, research reliability, data collection and statistic analysis.  

3.1 Research Design 

In this study exactly taking quantitive method, because all outcome will come 

from primary data analysis, these output could be accurately measurable and 

certainly. Sample measuring method is non-probability, such makes sampling to be 

easy. Survey method is that distribute questionnaire in large shopping mall, 

supermarket, city-center street, there is Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan&Ningkee&Little Hongkong) or respondents from school or university came to 

these three Honking restaurant, 

3.2 Population and Sample 

Population   

Population all are customers that are eating or has eaten ever before come 

from Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong in Bangkok 

Sample and Sample Size 

Sample in this study is customers that are eating or has eaten ever before from 

Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong in Bangkok, therefore population within this 

study is infinite population, like that researcher should make a decision to sample size 
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by a equation at confidences level of 95% and precision level is 0.05(Pongwichai, 

2009). 

Simple Size (n) =  
 

   

  

 

 

where e is the precision level, and the value of e qual 0.05(with confidences 

level of 95%), and Z-value is presented 1.96 (with confidences level of 95%), Z-value 

is from statistic table that certain area under normal curve. 

n =  
 

        

     

  = 385 

So, we can apply for this equation to get validity number of sample size of 

customers, it is 385 people who are eating or have eaten ever before form Hongkong  

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, but for keeping 

results form this study present accurate and fall down error for this study results, 

author will add sample size to 404 respondents.  

3.3 Research instrument   

Order to find factors influencing customer choice about Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, the questionnaire is 

divided to 4 parts by author as followings: 

Part 1: This questionnaire wants to test customer’s brand purchase about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok, please show your answer. 
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Table 3.1: Variables Instrument 

Variables Level of Measurement Criteria Classification 

1. Which brand name of 

Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok do you go to 

often? 

Nominal Tim Ho Wan 

Ningkee 

Little Hongkong 

2. Do you like Hongkong 

food? 

Nominal Yes 

No 

 

Part 2: the following factors no effective with your purchase decision,please 

indicate your attitude.(totally 11 questions) 

1. Product 

2. Price 

3. Promotion 

4. Place 

5. People 

6. Process 

7. Physical Environment 
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8. Brand Equity 

9. Consumer Behavior 

10. Consumer Lifestyle 

11. Service Quality 

All items are aimed to respondents by a Seven-point Likert Scale. all questions 

are measured by number of from 0 = None to 7 = very strong, the scores are in each 

level as follows; 

7 = Very Strong 

         6 = Somewhat Strong   

     5 = General Strong 

                                                        4 = Neutral 

    3 = Moderate Mild 

      2 = Somewhat Mild 

                                                        1 = Mild 

                                                        0 = None 

Measurement method of this part author will take mean and interval class 

formula to calculate the range of level of each elements as follows: 

Interval class =
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So according to interval class formula which can get the result as follow: 

Interval class = 
   

 
 = 0.86 

Therefore, the analysis and interpretation to every factors are going to take the 

average score  interpretation as follows: 

Average score of 6.03-7.00 means that level of very strong 

Average score of 5.17-6.02 means that level of somewhat strong 

Average score of 4.31-5.16 means that level of general strong 

Average score of 3.45-4.30 means that level of neutral 

Average score of 2.58-3.44 means that level of moderate mild 

Average score of 1.73-2.58 means that level of somewhat mild 

           Average score of 0.87-1.72 means that level of mild 

    Average score of 0.00-0.86 means that level of none 

Part 3: This questionnaire wants to investigate 7Ps marketing mix, brand equity, 

consumer behavior, consumer lifestyle, influence customer’s choice about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok and please indicate how extent you agree with it,I prefer to eat 

at Honking restaurant because: 

1. Product ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Good Taste 
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(2). Good Quality 

(3). Preferring Package 

2. Price ( 3 questions) 

(1). Lower Price 

(2). Moderating Price 

(3). Flexibility Discount  

3. Promotion ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Advertising 

(2). Awards 

(3). Benefit Activities 

4. Place ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Traffic Convenient 

(2). City-center 

(3). Shopping Mall 

5. People ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Friendly Staff 

(2). Skillful Staff 
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(3). Responsible Staff 

6. Process ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Efficient Service 

(2). Technological Service 

(3). Easy Service 

7. Physical Environment ( 3 questions ) 

(1). Clean Environment 

(2). Good Decoration 

(3). Good Facilities 

8. Brand Equity ( 4 qustions) 

(1). Brand Name 

(2). Brand Awareness 

(3). Brand Preference 

(4). Brand Loyalty 

9.Consumer Behavior 

(1). Level of Consumer ( 2 questions) 

(2). Frequency of Consumer 
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10. Consumer Lifestyle ( 4 questions) 

(1). Healthy Demand 

(2). Entertainment 

(3). Family Orientation 

(4). Work Orientation 

All items are aimed to respondents by a Five-point Likert Scale, every 

information in each question level of number is from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = 

strongly agree, and the score level as follows: 

Strongly agree = 5 

Somewhat agree = 4 

Neutral = 3 

Somewhat Disagree = 2 

Strongly Disagree = 1 

  For the measurement method author will take interval class formula to 

calculate the range of information level in each question as follows: 

Interval class =
                          

                  
 

So, such could get result as follow: 
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Interval Class = 
   

 
= 0.80 

Therefore, the analysis and interpretation of elements in every question will 

take the average score interpretation as follows: 

                  Average score of 4.21-5.00 means that level of strongly agree 

Average score of 3.41-4.20 means that level of somewhat agree 

                  Average score of 2.61-3.40 means that level of neutral 

    Average score of 1.81-2.60 means that level of somewhat disagree 

Average score of 1.00-1.80 means that level of strongly disagree 

Part 4: Demographic Information 

Table 3.2: Demographic Information 

Variables Level of Measurement Criteria Classification 

1. Gender Nominal Male 

Female 

 

(Continued)   
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Table 3.2 (Continued): Demographic Information 

2. Age Ordinal Under 20 years old 

20-29 

30-39 

40-49 

Above 50 years old 

3. Education Ordinal High School 

University or College 

Graduate School 

4. Married Status Nominal Single 

Married 

Others 

5. Salary Ordinal 10,000 bath and below 

10,001 bath – 20,000 bath 

20,001 bath – 30,000 bat 

 

(Continued)                
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Table 3.2 (Continued): Demographic Information 

5. Salary Ordinal 10,000 bath and below 

10,001 bath – 20,000 bath 

20,001 bath – 30,000 bath 

30,001 bath – 40,000 bath 

40,001 bath – 50,000 bath 

50,001 bath and more 

6. Occupation Nominal Service Sector 

Manufacture Sector 

Public Sector 

Student 

Retired 

Others 

 

 (Continued) 
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Table 3.2 (Continued): Demographic Information 

7. Religion Nominal Buddhist 

Christian 

Islamic 

Others 

 
3.4 Content Validity and Research Reliability 

There are two main test methods which are content validity and reliability, by 

both all making sure that respondents will have a high consistency level for 

questionnaire understand, finishing this step as soon as could get reliability extent 

about questionnaire. 

3.4.1 Content Validity 

Every questions in questionnaire are from literature review work, author 

already had submitted the questionnaire to my independent study advisor to rectify 

and advice, after that taking the questionnaire to three experts worked as Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee and Little Hongkong in Bangkok to test content validity for this 

questionnaire. and for convenient to understand and read, author organize 4 parts and 

totally 20 questions that afford three experts to score questionnaire of item objective 

congruence(IOC), details as follows: 

IOC = 
∑ 
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IOC= Item Objective Congruence 

ΣR= Total Assessment points given by all qualified experts 

N= Number of experts 

There are three criteria the experts could choose: 

+1 means that the question is exactly consistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

0 means that the question is inexactly consistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

-1 means that the question is exactly inconsistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

Indexes of Item of Congruence have to be valued to more or equal 0.5 that could 

regard as accepted  

There are these three people who did give me Score questionnaire content validity 

as follows: 

1. Mr. PAOXPOON ANUPOTJONAMONTRI     Manager       Tim Ho Wan 

2. Mrs. AMPORN FUNGSATIT                Manager       Ningkee 

3. Mrs. SURUCHADA MAIN              Manager        Little Hongkong 

IOC = 
       

  
  = 1.00 
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All of three experts could afford total IOC value equals 1.00 and 1.00 already 

presented to more than 0.50 that is proved all questions in this questionnaire are 

acceptable and reasonable. 

3.4.2 Research Reliability 

In this circle, research should take test reliability for this questionnaire and 

reliability test process on the SPSS created, Using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. 

Table 3.3: Cronbach’s Alpha Coefficient 

Cronbach’s Alpha 

Coefficient 

Reliability Level Desirability Level 

0.80-1.00 Very High Excellent 

0.70-0.79 High Good 

0.50-0.69 Medium Fair 

0.30-0.49 Low Poor 

Less than 0.30 Very Low Unacceptable 

 

  It means that Cronbach’s alpha coefficient more than 0.70 will be acceptable 

(Cronbach , 1951  ). 

There are details of reliability test results as follows: 
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Table 3.4: Case Processing Summary 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 30 100.0 

Excluded

a
 

0 .0 

Total 30 100.0 

 

The results from table mean that 30 questionnaires distributed are valid, 

researcher use 30 questionnaires to do reliability by SPSS in analysis and statistic. 

Table 3.5: Reliability Statistics 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha 

N of 

Items 

.834 42 

 

The results from the table show that There are totally 42 questions in this 

questionnaire that could test using Cronbach’s alpha by SPSS, reliability of 42 

questions has .834 that is more than 0.70 level and it is range from 0.80-1.00 it is very 

high reliability level and excellent desirable level.  
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Table3.6: Variables Reliability Statistics 

Variables Cronbach’s Alpha Number of Item 

All Part .834 42 

Factors no effective with 

customer purchase 

decision 

.845 11 

Details of Marketing Mix 

7Ps, Brand Equity, 

Consumer Behavior, 

Consumer Lifestyle 

influencing customer’s 

choice 

.804 31 

 

As the results from the table show that there are three parts Cronbach’s alpha 

value, Cronbach’s alpha of all part is .834, Cronbach’s alpha of factors no effective 

with customer purchase decision is .845, Cronbach’s alpha of Marketing Mix 7Ps, 

Brand Equity, Customer Behavior and Customer Lifestyle is .804, all scores did 

overweight 0.70 level and belonged to the range of 080-1.00 that means the 

questionnaire reliability level is very high and excellent desirable level.      
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3.5 Data Collection 

In this research, there are main two types data such as primary data and 

secondary data within comparison. 

-Primary Data :  it is questionnaire distributed from customers who are eating 

or have eaten before ever in Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong in Bangkok and 

account of questionnaire is totally 404 questionnaires. 

-Secondary Data: all data in from literature reviewed and information from 

books, articles, and topic research on internet. 

Secondary data collection started from September to November in 2016, 400 

questionnaires collection started from 15th November to December in 2016, all 

questionnaires distribution to Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee ,Little Hongkong in Bangkok 

and supermarket, shopping mall, university or school. In order to finish 400 

questionnaires collection, researcher divided plan to almost closely one month and 20 

copies per day to collection in the places mentioned until reached to target in 

collection process. 

3.6 Multinomial Logistic Regression  

The item that is belonged to the liner regression analysis that work on when 

the dependent variable is insignificant with equal or more than two levels. therefore it 

is regarded as an extension of logistic regression, that could analyze binary 

dependents. because the results from SPSS of analysis is different from the results of 

the logistic regression of analysis, multinomial logistic regression is used instead. 
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Multinomial logistic regression is belonged to predictive analysis as same as 

all liner regression analysis. it is used to explain and describe data and the relationship 

between one or more continuous-level independent variables and dependent nominal 

variable. In this study, researcher will use factors that influencing customer’s choice 

about Hongkong restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok as 

dependent variable, Marketing Mix 7Ps, Brand Equity, Consumer Behavior, 

Consumer Lifestyle, Demographic as independent variable. Standard linear regression 

requests the dependent variable to be of continuous- level scale. Logistic regression 

leaps the gap by supposing that the dependent variable is a stochastic event. The 

dependent variable defines the outcome of this stochastic event with a density 

function (a function of cumulative probabilities ranging from 0 to 1). The author then 

contend one event happens if the probability is less than 0.05 and the reverse event 

happens when probability is greater than 0.05.  

There are two types approach to test, one is Likelihood ratio to test the 

relationship between an dependent variable and an independent variable. another one 

is the Wald test estimates whether or not the independent variable statistically 

significant in different between sets of groups description by the dependent variable. 

When independent variable has overall relationship to the dependent variable. 

it is impossible or possible to be statistically significant in different between sets of 

groups description by the dependent variable. 

 3.7 Statistic for Data Analysis 

In this study, data analysis process on SPSS to perform and statistic,the results of 

analysis will be presented by table forms in next chapter to explanation on each part. 
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- Multinomial logistic regression analysis to test hypotheses that both variable 

groups are quantitive. 

- Cross tabulation analyze combination top three brand of Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok with demographic information such as gender, age, occupation and 

married status. 
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CHAPTRT 4 

DATA FINDING & ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter will show results from finding data by using SPSS program and 

hypothesizes teating from second chapter, there are totally 404 respondents for answer 

questionnaire and response rate is 100%. 

  In this sector, there are divided to three parts as follows illumionating: 

Part 1 : Analysis of factors influence customer choice about top three  

Hongkong restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok 

by using multinomial regression from SPSS 

Part 2 : Analysis of details of marketing mix 7Ps, brand equity, consumer 

behavior, consumer lifestyle might influence customer choice about (Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok by using multinomial regression 

from SPSS 

Part 3: Analysis of demographic information by using cross tabulation 

In these three parts of analysis using multinomial regression approach to test 

hypothesis accepted or rejected the statistic results.  

4.1 the Analysis of Factors Influence Customer Choice about Top Three Hongkong 

Restaurants in Bangkok 

 In this circle there are two main tables as the following paragraphs and the two 

tables illustrates clearly what are these variables relationship.  
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Table 4.1: Multinomial Regression of Factors Influence Customer Choice about Top 

                  Three Hongkong Restaurants in Bangkok 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Product 352.462
a
 338.140 14 .000 

Price 359.961
a
 345.639 14 .000 

Promotion 441.227 426.905 14 .000 

Place 303.007
a
 288.685 12 .000 

People 330.413
a
 316.092 14 .000 

Process 122.939
a
 108.617 14 .000 

Physical Evidence 268.321
a
 253.999 12 .000 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of all 7P’s 

are less than .05 which means that 7P’s strongly significantly influence brand choice 

about Hong Kong restaurant in Bangkok focusing on these top three brands (Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong). Therefore we can reject Ho that 7P’s are 

not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong restaurant brand choice in 

Bangkok and accept Ha. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 

follows 

H1a marketing mix 7Ps significantly influence customer choice about top 
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three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.1a product significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok(p-

value=.000<.05) 

H1.2a price significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok(p-

value=.000<.05) 

H1.3a promotion significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.4a place significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok(p-

value=.000<.05) 

H1.5a people significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok(p-

value=.000<.05) 

H1.6a process significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok(p-

value=.000<.05) 

H1.7a physical evidence significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 
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Table 4.2: Multinomial Regression of Factors Influence Customer Choice about Top 

                  Three Hongkong Restaurants in Bangkok 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Brand  Equity 482.152 62.561 14 .000 

Consumer  

Behavior 

437.739 18.147 14 .200 

Consumer  

Lifestyle 

508.427 88.836 14 .000 

Service Quality 547.312 127.720 14 .000 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of brand 

equity, consumer lifestyle and service quality are less than .05 which means that all 

these factors strongly significantly influence brand choice about Hong Kong 

restaurant in Bangkok focusing on these top three brands (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot 

Spot, Little Hongkong). Therefore we can reject Ho that brand equity, consumer 

lifestyle and service quality are not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong 

restaurant brand choice in Bangkok and accept Ha. Only consumer behavior’s p value 

is greater than .05, thus we cannot reject Ho that consumer behavior is not significant 

influencing variable for Hong Kong restaurant brand choice in Bangkok. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 
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follows: 

H2a brand equity significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H4a consumer lifestyle significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H5a service quality significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

4.2 Analysis of details of Marketing min 7Ps, Brand Equity, Consumer Behavior, 

Consumer Lifestyle Influence Customer Choice about Top Three Hongkong 

Restaurants in Bangkok 

 In this part, we will know results from five main data tables as the following 

circles and they will state clearly details of marketing mix, brand equity, consumer 

behavior, consumer life influencing customer’s choice about the top three Hongkong 

restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot-Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

 Using multinomial regression approach to test all variables relationship are 

significantly influence or not under these five tables. 
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Table 4.3: Multinomial Regression of Product, Price and Promotion Model Details 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Good Taste 317.303
a
 49.372 8 .000 

Good Quality 333.308
a
 65.376 6 .000 

Preferring  

Package 

333.442
a
 65.510 8 .000 

Lower Price 421.813
a
 153.881 8 .000 

Moderating  

Price 

415.528
a
 147.597 8 .000 

Flexibility 

Discount 

310.362
a
 42.431 8 .000 

Advertising 432.132
a
 164.200 8 .000 

Awards 379.650
a
 111.718 8 .000 

Benefit Activity 446.906
a
 178.974 8 .000 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of good taste, 

good quality, preferring package, lower price, moderating price, flexibility discount, 

advertising, awards, benefit activity are less than .05 which means that good taste, 

good quality, preferring package, lower price, moderating price, flexibility discount, 

advertising, awards, benefit activity strongly significantly influence brand choice 
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about Hong Kong restaurant in Bangkok focusing on these top three brands.Therefore 

we can reject Ho that good taste, good quality, preferring package, lower price, 

moderating price, flexibility discount, advertising, awards, benefit activity are not 

significant influencing variables for Hong Kong restaurant brand choice in Bangkok 

and accept Ha. 

    Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 

follows: 

H1.1.1a good taste significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.1.2a good quality significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.1.3a preferring package significantly influence customer choice about top 

three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.2.1a lower price significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.2.2a moderating price significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.2.3a flexibility discount significantly influence customer choice about top 

three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 
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Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.3.1a advertising significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.3.2a awards significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.3.3a benefit activity significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

Table 4.4: Multinomial Regression of Place, People and Process Model Details 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood of 

Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Traffic  Convenient 550.224 27.076 6 .000 

City-center 565.524 42.376 8 .000 

Shopping Mall 564.455 41.307 8 .000 

Friendly Staff 551.019 27.871 6 .000 

Skillful Staff 553.464 30.316 6 .000 

Responsible Staff 564.516 41.368 6 .000 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.4 (Continued): Multinomial Regression of Place, People and Process Model                                                     

                                      Details 

Efficient  Service 573.188 50.040 8 .000 

Technological  

Service 

539.084 15.936 8 .043 

Easy  Service 540.688 17.540 8 .025 

 
The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of traffic 

convenient, city-center, shopping mall, friendly staff, skillful staff, responsible staff, 

efficient service, technological service, easy service are less than .05 which means 

that traffic convenient, city-center, shopping mall, friendly staff, skillful staff, 

responsible staff, efficient service, technological service, easy service strongly 

significantly influence brand choice about Hong Kong restaurant in Bangkok focusing 

on these top three brands (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong ). 

Therefore we can reject Ho that traffic convenient, city-center, shopping mall, friendly 

staff, skillful staff, responsible staff, efficient service, technological service, easy 

service are not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong restaurant brand 

choice in Bangkok and accept Ha. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 

follows: 

H1.4.1a traffic convenient significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.4.2a city-center significantly influence customer choice about top three 
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Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.4.3a shopping mall significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.5.1a friendly staff significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.5.2a skillful staff significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.5.3a responsible staff significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.6.1a efficient service significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H1.6.2a technological service significantly influence customer choice about top 

three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.043<.05) 

H1.6.3a easy service significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.025<.05) 
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Table 4.5: Multinomial Regression of Physical Evidence Model Details 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Clean 

Environment 

294.656 12.843 8 .117 

Good 

Decoration 

296.365 14.553 8 .068 

Good Facilities 302.893 21.081 8 .007 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of good 

facilities is less than .05 which means that good facilities strongly significantly 

influence brand choice about Hong Kong restaurant in Bangkok focusing on these top 

three brands (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong). Therefore we can 

reject Ho that good facilities is not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong 

restaurant brand choice in Bangkok and accept Ha. Clean environment ’s p value and 

good decoration’s p value are greater than .05, thus we cannot reject Ho that clean 

environment and good decoration are not significant influencing variable for Hong 

Kong restaurant brand choice in Bangkok. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 

follows: 

H1.7.3a good facilities significantly influence customer choice about top three 
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Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.007<.05) 

Table 4.6: Multinomial Regression of Brand Equity Model Details 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting 

Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood 

of Reduced Model 

Chi-

Square df Sig. 

Brand  Name 497.935 15.586 8 .049 

Brand  

Awareness 

538.170 55.821 10 .000 

Brand  

Preference 

518.173 35.824 8 .000 

Brand  Loyalty 507.996 25.647 8 .001 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of brand name, 

brand awareness, brand preference, brand loyalty are less than .05 which means that 

brand name, brand awareness, brand preference, brand loyalty are strongly 

significantly influence brand choice about Hong Kong restaurant in Bangkok focusing 

on these top three brands (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong ). 

Therefore we can reject Ho brand name, brand awareness, brand preference, brand 

loyalty are not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong restaurant brand 

choice in Bangkok and accept Ha. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 
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follows: 

H2.1a brand name significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.049<.05) 

H2.2a brand awareness significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H2.3a brand preference significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H2.4a brand loyalty significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.001<.05) 

Table 4.7: Multinomial Regression of Consumer Behavior and Consumer Lifestyle 

                  Model Details 

Likelihood Ratio Tests 

Effect 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood of 

Reduced Model Chi-Square df Sig. 

Level of Consumer 528.077 55.280 8 .000 

Frequency of 

Consumer 

542.217 69.420 8 .000 

Healthy Demand 515.774 42.977 8 .000 

Entertainment 506.023 33.226 8 .000 

Family Orientation 568.403 95.607 10 .000 

Work Orientation 530.724 57.928 8 .000 

 

The result of multinomial logistic regression shows that p values of level 

of consumer frequency of consumer, healthy demand, entertainment, family 
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orientation, work orientation are less than .05 which means that level of consumer 

frequency of consumer, healthy demand, entertainment, family orientation, work 

orientationare strongly significantly influence brand choice about Hong Kong 

restaurant in Bangkok focusing on these top three brands (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee 

Hot Spot, Little Hongkong ). Therefore we can reject Ho that level of consumer 

frequency of consumer, healthy demand, entertainment, family orientation, work 

orientationare not significant influencing variables for Hong Kong restaurant 

brand choice in Bangkok and accept Ha. 

Hypotheses Testing Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression are shown as 

follows: 

H3.1a level of consumer significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H3.2a frequency of consumer significantly influence customer choice about top 

three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H4.1a healthy demand significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H4.2a entertainment significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H4.3a family orientation significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 
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Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

H4.4a work orientation significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok(p-value=.000<.05) 

4.3 Analysis Demographic information 

 In this part, there are seven main tables to interpretation that demographic 

information descriptive statistic results from cross tabulation analysis statistic 

approach in business research areas and all data represented direct percentage numeric 

way. 

Table 4.8: Cross Tabulation of Gender 

Gender * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Top Three Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee Little hongkong 

Gender Male Count 108 32 80 

% within gender 49.1% 14.5% 36.4% 

% within Brands 52.9% 40.0% 66.7% 

% of Total 26.7% 7.9% 19.8% 

Female Count 96 48 40 

% within Gender 52.2% 26.1% 21.7% 

% within Brands 47.1% 60.0% 33.3% 

% of Total 23.8% 11.9% 9.9% 

Total Count 204 80 120 

% within Gender 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

 

(Continued

) 
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Table 4.8 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Gender 

Gender * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 Total 

Gender M

a

l

e 

Count 220 

% within Gender 100.0% 

% within Brands 54.5% 

% of Total 54.5% 

F

e

m

a

l

e 

Count 184 

% within Gender 100.0% 

% within BrandS 45.5% 

% of Total 45.5% 

Total Count 404 

% within Gender 100.0% 

% within BrandS 100.0% 

Total 
Count 404 

% within Gender 100.0% 

% within BrandS 100.0% 

% of Total 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.8 we can know that there are totally 220 male respondents, 

percentage within gender is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 54.5% 

percentage of total is 54.5% which includes 108 male respondents choose to Tim Ho 

Wan, percentage within gender is 49.1%, percentage within top three brand is 52.9%, 

percentage of total is 26.7%; 32 male respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage 

within gender is 14.5%, percentage within top three brand is 40.0%, percentage of 

total is 7.9%; 80 male respondents choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within 

gender is 36.4%, percentage within top three brand is 66.7%, percentage of total is 

19.8%. 
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There are totally 184 female respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 45.5% percentage of total is 45.5% which 

includes 96 female respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 

52.2%, percentage within top three brand is 47.1%, percentage of total is 23.8%; 48 

female respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 26.1%, 

percentage within top three brand is 60.0%, percentage of total is 11.9%; 40 female 

respondents choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 21.7%, 

percentage within top three brand is 33.3%, percentage of total is 9.9%. 

There are totally 404 male and female respondents, percentage within gender 

is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which 

includes 204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 

Table 4.9: Cross Tabulation of Age 

Age * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee 

Age under 30 years old Count 16 12 

% within Age 50.0% 37.5% 

% within Brands 7.8% 15.0% 

% of Total 4.0% 3.0% 

% of Total 41.6% 15.8% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.9 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Age 

 
20 to 29 Count 168 64 

% within Age 49.4% 18.8% 

% within Brands 82.4% 80.0% 

% of Total 41.6% 15.8% 

30 to 39 Count 12 4 

% within Age 60.0% 20.0% 

% within Brands 5.9% 5.0% 

% of Total 3.0% 1.0% 

40 to 49 Count 4 0 

% within Age 50.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 0.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 0.0% 

50 years old and above Count 4 0 

% within Age 100.0% 0.0% 

% within brands 2.0% 0.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 0.0% 

Total Count 204 80 

% within Age 50.5% 19.8% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.9 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Age 

Age * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Total Little hongkong 

Age Under 30 years old Count 4 32 

% within Age 12.5% 100.0% 

% within Brands 3.3% 7.9% 

% of Total 1.0% 7.9% 

20 to 29 Count 108 340 

% within Age 31.8% 100.0% 

% within Brands 90.0% 84.2% 

% of Total 26.7% 84.2% 

30 to 39 Count 4 20 

% within Age 20.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 3.3% 5.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 5.0% 

40 to 49 Count 4 8 

% within Age 50.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 3.3% 2.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 2.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.9 (Continued): Crosstabulation of Age 

 
50 years old and above Count 0 4 

% within Age 0.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 0.0% 1.0% 

% of Total 0.0% 1.0% 

Total Count 120 404 

% within Age 29.7% 100.0% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 29.7% 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.9 we can know that there are totally 32 respondents under 20 

years old, percentage within age is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 7.9% 

percentage of total is 7.9% which includes 16 respondents under 20 years old choose 

to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within age is 50%, percentage within top three brand is 

7.8%, percentage of total is 4.0%; 12 respondents under 20 years old  choose to 

Ningkee, percentage within age is 37.5%, percentage within top three brand is 15.0%, 

percentage of total is 3.0%; 4 respondents under 20 years old choose to Little 

Hongkong, percentage within age is 12.5%, percentage within top three brand is 

3.3%, percentage of total is 1.0%. 

There are totally 340 respondents from 20 to 29 years old, percentage within 

age is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 84.2% percentage of total is 84.2% 

which includes 168 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within age is 

49.4%, percentage within top three brand is 82.4%, percentage of total is 41.6%; 64 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within age is 18.8%, percentage within 
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top three brand is 80.0%, percentage of total is 15.8%; 108 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within age is 31.8%, percentage within top three brand is 

90.0%, percentage of total is 26.7%. 

There are totally 20 respondents from 30 to 39 years old, percentage within 

age is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 5.0% percentage of total is 5.0% 

which includes 12 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within age is 

60.0%, percentage within top three brand is 5.9%, percentage of total is 3.0%; 4 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within age is 20.0%, percentage within 

top three brand is 5.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 4 respondents choose to Little 

Hongkong, percentage within age is 20.0%, percentage within top three brand is 

3.3%, percentage of total is 1.0%. 

There are totally 8 respondents fro,m 40 to 49, percentage within age is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 2.0% percentage of total is 2.0% which includes 

4 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within age is 50.0%, percentage 

within top three brand is 2.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 0 respondents choose to 

Ningkee, percentage within age is 0.0%, percentage within top three brand is 0.0%, 

percentage of total is 0.0%; 4 respondents choose to Little Hongkong, percentage 

within age is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand is 3.3%, percentage of total is 

1.0%. 

There are totally 4 respondents 50 years old and above, percentage within age 

is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 1.0% percentage of total is 1.0% which 

includes 4 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within age is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 2.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 0 respondents 

choose to Ningkee, percentage within age is 0.0%, percentage within top three brand 
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is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 0 respondents choose to Little Hongkong, 

percentage within age is 0.0%, percentage within top three brand is 0.0%, percentage 

of total is 0.0%. 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 

204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 

Table 4.10: Cross Tabulation of Education 

Education * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee 

Education High school Count 16 8 

% within Education 57.1% 28.6% 

% within Brands 7.8% 10.0% 

% of Total 4.0% 2.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.10 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Education 

 
College or university Count 116 28 

% within Education 50.9% 12.3% 

% within Brands 56.9% 35.0% 

% of Total 28.7% 6.9% 

Graduate school Count 72 44 

% within Education 48.6% 29.7% 

% within Brands 35.3% 55.0% 

% of Total 17.8% 10.9% 

Total Count 204 80 

% within Education 50.5% 19.8% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.10(Continued): Cross Tabulation of Education 

Education * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

e 

Brands 

Total Little hongkong 

Education High school Count 4 28 

% within Education 14.3% 100.0% 

% within Brands 3.3% 6.9% 

% of Total 1.0% 6.9% 

College or university Count 84 228 

% within Education 36.8% 100.0% 

% within Brands 70.0% 56.4% 

% of Total 20.8% 56.4% 

Graduate school Count 32 148 

% within Education 21.6% 100.0% 

% within Brands 26.7% 36.6% 

% of Total 7.9% 36.6% 

Total Count 120 404 

% within Education 29.7% 100.0% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 29.7% 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.10 we can know that there are totally 28 respondents are high 

school level, percentage within education is 100%, percentage within top three brand 

is 6.9% percentage of total is 6.9% which includes 16 respondents choose to Tim Ho 
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Wan, percentage within education is 57.1%, percentage within top three brand is 

7.8%, percentage of total is 4.0%; 8 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage 

within education is 28.6%, percentage within top three brand is 10.0%, percentage of 

total is 2.0%; 4 respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within 

education is 14.3%, percentage within top three brand is 3.3%, percentage of total is 

1.0%. 

There are totally 228 respondents are college or university level, percentage 

within education is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 56.4% percentage of 

total is 56.4% which includes 116 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage 

within education is 50.9%, percentage within top three brand is 56.9%, percentage of 

total is 28.7%; 44 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within education is 

29.7%, percentage within top three brand is 55.0%, percentage of total is 10.9%; 84 

respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within education is 36.8%, 

percentage within top three brand is 70.0%, percentage of total is 20.8%. 

There are totally 148 respondents are college or university level, percentage 

within education is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 36.6% percentage of 

total is 36.6% which includes 72 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage 

within education is 48.6%, percentage within top three brand is 35.2%, percentage of 

total is 17.8%; 28 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within education is 

12.3%, percentage within top three brand is 35.0%, percentage of total is 6.9%; 32 

respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within education is 21.6%, 

percentage within top three brand is 26.7%, percentage of total is 7.9%. 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 
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204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 

Table 4.11 Cross Tabulation of Married Status 

Married status * Top Three Brand Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee Little hongkong 

Married status Single Count 176 76 104 

% within married status 49.4% 21.3% 29.2% 

% within Brands 86.3% 95.0% 86.7% 

% of Total 43.6% 18.8% 25.7% 

Married Count 16 4 8 

% within Married status 57.1% 14.3% 28.6% 

% within Brands 7.8% 5.0% 6.7% 

% of Total 4.0% 1.0% 2.0% 

Others Count 12 0 8 

% within Married status 60.0% 0.0% 40.0% 

% within Brands 5.9% 0.0% 6.7% 

% of Total 3.0% 0.0% 2.0% 

Total Count 204 80 120 

% within Married status 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.11 (Continued):  Cross Tabulation of Married Status 

Married status * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 Total 

Married status Single Count 356 

% within Married status 100.0% 

% within Brands 88.1% 

% of Total 88.1% 

Married Count 28 

% within Married status 100.0% 

 

Table 4.11(Continued):  Cross Tabulation of Married Status 

 
Married Count 28 

% within Married status 100.0% 

% within Brands 6.9% 

% of Total 6.9% 

Others Count 20 

% within Married status 100.0% 

% within Brands 5.0% 

% of Total 5.0% 

Total Count 404 

% within Married status 100.0% 

% within Brands 100.0% 

% of Total 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.11 we can know that there are totally 356 respondents are 

single, percentage within married status is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 

88.1% percentage of total is 88.1% which includes 176 respondents choose to Tim Ho 

Wan, percentage within married status is 49.4%, percentage within top three brand is 

86.3%, percentage of total is 43.6%; 76 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage 

within married status is 21.3%, percentage within top three brand is 95.0%, 
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percentage of total is 18.8%; 104 respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, 

percentage within married status is 29.2%, percentage within top three brand is 

86.7%, percentage of total is 25.7%. 

There are totally 28 respondents are married, percentage within married status 

is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 6.9% percentage of total is 6.9% which 

includes 16 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within married status is 

57.1%, percentage within top three brand is 7.8%, percentage of total is 4.0%; 4 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within married status is 14.3%, percentage 

within top three brand is 5.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 8 respondents under 

choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within married status is 28.6%, percentage 

within top three brand is 6.7%, percentage of total is 2.0%. 

There are totally 20 respondents are others situation, percentage within 

married status is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 5.0% percentage of total 

is 5.0% which includes 12 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

married status is 60.0%, percentage within top three brand is 5.9%, percentage of total 

is 3.0%; 0 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within married status is 0.0%, 

percentage within top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 8 respondents 

under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within married status is 40.0%, 

percentage within top three brand is 6.7%, percentage of total is 2.0%. 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 

204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 
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top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 

Table 4.12 Cross Tabulation of Salary 

Salary * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee 

Salary 10000bath or below Count 60 41 

% within Salary 45.8% 31.3% 

% within Brands 29.4% 51.3% 

% of Total 14.9% 10.1% 

10001 to 20000 bath Count 50 32 

% within Salary 32.9% 21.1% 

% within Brands 24.5% 40.0% 

% of Total 12.4% 7.9% 

30001 to 40000 bath Count 62 7 

% within Salary 72.9% 8.2% 

% within Brands 30.4% 8.8% 

% of Total 15.3% 1.7% 

30001 to 40000 Count 4 0 

% within Salary 50.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 0.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 0.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.12 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Salary 

 
40001 to 50000 bath Count 8 0 

% within Salary 100.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 3.9% 0.0% 

% of Total 2.0% 0.0% 

50001 and more Count 20 0 

% within Salary 100.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 9.8% 0.0% 

% of Total 5.0% 0.0% 

Total Count 204 80 

% within Salary 50.5% 19.8% 

% within Brand 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 

 

Table 4.12 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Salary 

Salary * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Total Little hongkong 

Salary 10000bath or below Count 30 131 

% within Salary 22.9% 100.0% 

% within Brands 25.0% 32.4% 

% of Total 7.4% 32.4% 

10001 to 20000 bath Count 70 152 

% within Salary 46.1% 100.0% 

% within Brands 58.3% 37.6% 

% of Total 17.3% 37.6% 

30001 to 40000 bath Count 16 85 

% within Salary 18.8% 100.0% 

% within Brands 13.3% 21.0% 

% of Total 4.0% 21.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.12 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Salary 

30001 to 40000 Count 4 8 

% within Salary 50.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 3.3% 2.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 2.0% 

40001 to 50000 bath Count 0 8 

% within Salary 0.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 0.0% 2.0% 

% of Total 0.0% 2.0% 

50001 and more Count 0 20 

% within Salary 0.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 0.0% 5.0% 

% of Total 0.0% 5.0% 

Total Count 120 404 

% within Salary 29.7% 100.0% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 29.7% 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.12 we can know that there are totally 131 respondents are 

10,000 bath and below, percentage within salary is 100%, percentage within top three 

brand is 32.4% percentage of total is 32.4% which includes 60 respondents choose to 

Tim Ho Wan, percentage within salary is 45.8%, percentage within top three brand is 

29.4%, percentage of total is 14.9%; 41 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage 

within salary is 31.3%, percentage within top three brand is 51.3%, percentage of total 

is 10.1%; 30 respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within salary 

is 22.9%, percentage within top three brand is 25.0%, percentage of total is 7.4%. 

There are totally 152 respondents are from 10,001 to 20,000 bath , percentage 

within salary is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 37.6% percentage of total 

is 37.6% which includes 50 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

salary is 32.9%, percentage within top three brand is 24.5%, percentage of total is 
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12.4%; 32 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within salary is 21.1%, 

percentage within top three brand is 40.0%, percentage of total is 7.9%; 70 

respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within salary is 46.1%, 

percentage within top three brand is 58.3%, percentage of total is 17.3%. 

There are totally 85 respondents are from 20,001 to 30,000 bath , percentage 

within salary is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 21.0% percentage of total 

is 21.0% which includes 62 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

salary is 72.9%, percentage within top three brand is 30.4%, percentage of total is 

15.3%;7 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within salary is 8.2%, percentage 

within top three brand is 8.8%, percentage of total is 1.7%; 16 respondents under 

choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within salary is 18.8%, percentage within top 

three brand is 13.3%, percentage of total is 4.0% 

There are totally 8 respondents are from 30,001 to 40,000 bath , percentage 

within salary is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 2.0% percentage of total is 

2.0% which includes 4 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within salary 

is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand is 2.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%;0 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within salary is 0.0%, percentage within 

top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 4 respondents under choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within salary is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand 

is 3.3%, percentage of total is 1.0% 

There are totally 8 respondents are from 40,001 to 50,000 bath , percentage 

within salary is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 2.0% percentage of total is 

2.0% which includes 8 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within salary 

is 100.0%, percentage within top three brand is 3.9%, percentage of total is 2.0%;0 
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respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within salary is 0.0%, percentage within 

top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 0 respondents under choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within salary is 0.0%, percentage within top three brand 

is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0% 

There are totally 20 respondents are 50,001 bath and more , percentage within 

salary is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 5.0% percentage of total is 5.0% 

which includes 20 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within salary is 

100.0%, percentage within top three brand is 9.8%, percentage of total is 5.0%;0 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within salary is 0.0%, percentage within 

top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 0 respondents under choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within salary is 0.0%, percentage within top three brand 

is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0% 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 

204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 
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Table 4.13: Cross Tabulation of Occupation 

Occupation * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee 

Occupation Service sector Count 12 9 

% within Occupation 32.4% 24.3% 

% within Brands 5.9% 11.3% 

% of Total 3.0% 2.2% 

Manufacture sector Count 21 10 

% within Occupation 40.4% 19.2% 

% within Brands 10.3% 12.5% 

% of Total 5.2% 2.5% 

Public sector Count 36 6 

% within Occupation 69.2% 11.5% 

% within Brands 17.6% 7.5% 

% of Total 8.9% 1.5% 

Student Count 112 51 

% within Occupation 49.1% 22.4% 

% within Brands 54.9% 63.8% 

% of Total 27.7% 12.6% 

Retired Count 4 0 

% within Occupation 100.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 0.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.13 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Occupation 

Retired Count 4 0 

% within Occupation 100.0% 0.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 0.0% 

% of Total 1.0% 0.0% 

Others Count 19 4 

% within Occupation 61.3% 12.9% 

% within Brands 9.3% 5.0% 

% of Total 4.7% 1.0% 

Total Count 204 80 

% within Occupation 50.5% 19.8% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 

 

Table 4.13 (Continued): Crosstabulation of Occupation 

Occupation * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brand 

Total Little hongkong 

Occupation Service sector Count 16 37 

% within Occupation 43.2% 100.0% 

% within Brands 13.3% 9.2% 

% of Total 4.0% 9.2% 

Manufacture sector Count 21 52 

% within Occupation 40.4% 100.0% 

% within Brands 17.5% 12.9% 

% of Total 5.2% 12.9% 

Public sector Count 10 52 

% within Occupation 19.2% 100.0% 

% within Brands 8.3% 12.9% 

% of Total 2.5% 12.9% 

Student Count 65 228 

% within Occupation 28.5% 100.0% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.13 (Continued): Crosstabulation of Occupation 

 
Student Count 65 228 

% within Occupation 28.5% 100.0% 

% within Brands 54.2% 56.4% 

% of Total 16.1% 56.4% 

Retired Count 0 4 

% within Occupation 0.0% 100.0% 

% within Brands 0.0% 1.0% 

% of Total 0.0% 1.0% 

Others Count 8 31 

% within Occupation 25.8% 100.0% 

% within Brands 6.7% 7.7% 

% of Total 2.0% 7.7% 

Total Count 120 404 

% within occupation 29.7% 100.0% 

% within whichbrand 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 29.7% 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.13 we can know that there are totally 37 respondents are 

service sector, percentage within occupation is 100%, percentage within top three 

brand is 9.2% percentage of total is 9.2% which includes 12 respondents choose to 

Tim Ho Wan, percentage within occupation is 32.4%, percentage within top three 

brand is 5.9%, percentage of total is 3.0%; 9 respondents choose to Ningkee, 

percentage within occupation is 24.2%, percentage within top three brand is 11.3%, 

percentage of total is 2.2%; 16 respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, 

percentage within occupation is 43.2%, percentage within top three brand is 13.3%, 

percentage of total is 4.0%. 

There are totally 52 respondents are manufacture sector, percentage within 

occupation is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 12.9% percentage of total is 
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12.9% which includes 21 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

occupation is 40.4%, percentage within top three brand is 10.3%, percentage of total 

is 5.2%; 10 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within occupation is 19.2%, 

percentage within top three brand is 12.5%, percentage of total is 2.5%; 21 

respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within occupation is 40.4%, 

percentage within top three brand is 17.5%, percentage of total is 5.2%. 

There are totally 52 respondents are public sector, percentage within 

occupation is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 12.9% percentage of total is 

12.9% which includes 36 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

occupation is 69.2%, percentage within top three brand is 17.6%, percentage of total 

is 8.9%; 6 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within occupation is 11.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 7.5%, percentage of total is 1.5%; 10 respondents 

under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within occupation is 19.5%, percentage 

within top three brand is 8.3%, percentage of total is 2.5%. 

There are totally 228 respondents are student, percentage within occupation is 

100%, percentage within top three brand is 56.4% percentage of total is 56.4% which 

includes 112 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within occupation is 

49.1%, percentage within top three brand is 54.9%, percentage of total is 27.7%; 51 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within occupation is 22.4%, percentage 

within top three brand is 63.8%, percentage of total is 12.6%; 65 respondents under 

choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within occupation is 28.5%, percentage within 

top three brand is 54.2%, percentage of total is 16.1% 

There are totally 4 respondents are retired, percentage within occupation is 

100%, percentage within top three brand is 1.0% percentage of total is 1.0% which 
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includes 4 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within occupation is 

100.0%, percentage within top three brand is 2.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 0 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within occupation is 0.0%, percentage 

within top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 0 respondents under 

choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within occupation is 0.0%, percentage within 

top three brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%. 

There are totally 31 respondents are others occupation, percentage within 

occupation is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 7.7% percentage of total is 

7.7% which includes 19 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

occupation is 61.3%, percentage within top three brand is 9.3%, percentage of total is 

4.7%; 4 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within occupation is 12.9%, 

percentage within top three brand is 5.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 8 respondents 

under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within occupation is 25.8%, percentage 

within top three brand is 6.7%, percentage of total is 2.0% 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 

204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 
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Table 4.14: Cross Tabulation of Religion 

Religion * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 

Brands 

Tim Ho Wan Ningkee Little hongkong 

Religion Buddhist Count 136 44 92 

% within Religion 50.0% 16.2% 33.8% 

% within Brands 66.7% 55.0% 76.7% 

% of Total 33.7% 10.9% 22.8% 

Christian Count 8 0 8 

% within Religion 50.0% 0.0% 50.0% 

% within Brands 3.9% 0.0% 6.7% 

% of Total 2.0% 0.0% 2.0% 

Islamic Count 4 0 4 

% within Religion 50.0% 0.0% 50.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 0.0% 3.3% 

% of Total 1.0% 0.0% 1.0% 

Others Count 56 36 16 

% within Religion 51.9% 33.3% 14.8% 

% within Brands 27.5% 45.0% 13.3% 

% of Total 13.9% 8.9% 4.0% 

Total Count 204 80 120 

% within Religion 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

% within Brands 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

% of Total 50.5% 19.8% 29.7% 

 

(Continued) 
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Table 4.14 (Continued): Cross Tabulation of Religion 

Religion * Top Three Brands Crosstabulation 

 Total 

Religion Buddhist Count 272 

% within Religion 100.0% 

% within Brands 67.3% 

% of Total 67.3% 

Christian Count 16 

% within Religion 100.0% 

% within Brands 4.0% 

% of Total 4.0% 

Islamic Count 8 

% within Religion 100.0% 

% within Brands 2.0% 

% of Total 2.0% 

Others Count 108 

% within Religion 100.0% 

% within Brands 26.7% 

% of Total 26.7% 

Total Count 404 

% within Religion 100.0% 

% within Brands 100.0% 

% of Total 100.0% 

 

From the table 4.14 we can know that there are totally 272 respondents are 

Buddhist, percentage within religion is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 

67.3% percentage of total is 67.3% which includes 136 respondents choose to Tim Ho 

Wan, percentage within religion is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand is 66.7%, 

percentage of total is 33.7%; 44 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within 

religion is 16.2%, percentage within top three brand is 55.0%, percentage of total is 

10.9%; 92 respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within religion is 
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33.8%, percentage within top three brand is 76.9%, percentage of total is 22.6%. 

There are totally 16 respondents are Christian, percentage within religion is 

100%, percentage within top three brand is 4.0% percentage of total is 4.0% which 

includes 8 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within religion is 50.0%, 

percentage within top three brand is 3.9%, percentage of total is 2.0%; 0 respondents 

choose to Ningkee, percentage within religion is 0.0%, percentage within top three 

brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 8 respondents under choose to Little 

Hongkong, percentage within religion is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand is 

6.7%, percentage of total is 2.0%. 

There are totally 8 respondents are Islamic, percentage within religion is 

100%, percentage within top three brand is 2.0% percentage of total is 2.0% which 

includes 4 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within religion is 50.0%, 

percentage within top three brand is 2.0%, percentage of total is 1.0%; 0 respondents 

choose to Ningkee, percentage within religion is 0.0%, percentage within top three 

brand is 0.0%, percentage of total is 0.0%; 4 respondents under choose to Little 

Hongkong, percentage within religion is 50.0%, percentage within top three brand is 

3.3%, percentage of total is 1.0%. 

There are totally 108 respondents are other religion status, percentage within 

religion is 100%, percentage within top three brand is 26.7% percentage of total is 

26.7% which includes 56 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within 

religion is 51.9%, percentage within top three brand is 27.5%, percentage of total is 

13.9%; 36 respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within religion is 33.3%, 

percentage within top three brand is 45.0%, percentage of total is 8.9%; 16 

respondents under choose to Little Hongkong, percentage within religion is 14.8%, 
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percentage within top three brand is 13.3%, percentage of total is 4.0%. 

There are totally 404 respondents, percentage within gender is 100%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100% percentage of total is 100% which includes 

204 respondents choose to Tim Ho Wan, percentage within gender is 50.5%, 

percentage within top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 50.5%; 80 

respondents choose to Ningkee, percentage within gender is 19.8%, percentage within 

top three brand is 100%, percentage of total is 19.8%; 120 respondents choose to 

Little Hongkong, percentage within gender is 29.7%, percentage within top three 

brand is 100%, percentage of total is 29.7%. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 

  

In this final chapter author is going to summarize hypotheses from previous 

chapter, and attain conclusion from finding data and analysis (chapter 4) and will be 

compared with Japanese restaurant in Bangkok in discussion by literature review and 

finally author will afford some suggestions in recommendation. 

To do a study of factors influence customer choice about Top three Hongkong 

restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, there are 

mainly five objectives as followings: 

-Identify what factors will influence customer choice about Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok. 

Understanding about HongKong style Chinese food restaurant in Bangkok. 

-Analyzing how factors influencing customer choice about Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok to effect consumer.  

-Finding what strategies can help HongKong restaurant in Bangkok to improve and 

develop. 

-Learning how to collect data and data analysis in this process on Independent study.  

 In order to finish this study to reach at these objectives of study author did 

Hypotheses in chapter 2 as following shown : 

Beta_H1o Marketing mix 7Ps, Beta_H1.1o Product, Beta_H1.1.1o Good 

Taste, Beta_H1.1.2o Good Quality, Beta_H1.1.3o Preferring package, Beta_H1.2o 

Price, Beta_H1.2.1o Lower Price, Beta_H1.2.2o Moderating Price, Beta_H1.2.3o 

Flexibility Discount=0 
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  Beta_H1a Marketing mix 7Ps, Beta_H1.1a Product, Beta_H1.1.1a Good Taste, 

Beta_H1.1.2a Good Quality, Beta_H1.1.3a Preferring package, Beta_H1.2a Price, 

Beta_H1.2.1a Lower Price, Beta_H1.2.2a Moderating Price, Beta_H1.2.3a Flexibility 

Discount#0 

Beta_H1.3a Promotion, Beta_H1.3.1a advertising, Beta_H1.3.2a awards, 

Beta_H1.3.3a benefit activity, Beta_H1.4a Place, Beta_H1.4.1a Traffic Convenient, 

Beta_H1.4.2a City-center, Beta_H1.4.3a Shopping Mall#0 

  Beta_H1.3o Promotion, Beta_H1.3.1o advertising, Beta_H1.3.2o awards, 

Beta_H1.3.3o benefit activity, Beta_H1.4o Place, Beta_H1.4.1o Traffic Convenient, 

Beta_H1.4.2o City-center, Beta_H1.4.3o Shopping Mall=0 

Beta_H1.5o People, Beta_H1.5.1o friendly staff, Beta_H1.5.2o skillful staff, 

Beta_H1.5.3o responsible staff, Beta_H1.6o Process, Beta_H1.6.1o Efficient Service, 

Beta_H1.6.2o Technological Service, Beta_H1.6.3o Easy Service, Beta_H1.7o 

Physical evidence, Beta_H1.7.1a Clean Environment, Beta_H1.7.2a Good 

Decoration, Beta_H1.7.3o Good facilities =0 

  Beta_H1.5a People, Beta_H1.5.1a friendly staff, Beta_H1.5.2a skillful staff, 

Beta_H1.5.3a responsible staff, Beta_H1.6a Process, Beta_H1.6.1a Efficient Service, 

Beta_H1.6.2a Technological Service, Beta_H1.6.3a Easy Service, Beta_H1.7a 

Physical evidence, Beta_H1.7.1o Clean Environment, Beta_H1.7.2o Good 

Decoration, Beta_H1.7.3a Good facilities #0 

Beta_H2o Brand Equity, Beta_H2.1o Brand Name, Beta_H2.2o Brand 

Awareness, Beta_H2.3o Brand Preference, Beta_H2.4o Brand Loyalty, Beta_H3a 

Consumer Behavior, Beta_H3.1o Level of Consumer, Beta_H3.2o Frequency of 

Consumer, Beta_H4o Consumer Lifestyle, Beta_H4.1o Healthy Demand, Beta_H4.2o 
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Entertainment, Beta_H4.3o Family Orientation, Beta_H4.4o Work Orientation =0 

Beta_H2a Brand Equity, Beta_H2.1a Brand Name, Beta_H2.2a Brand 

Awareness, Beta_H2.3a Brand Preference, Beta_H2.4a Brand Loyalty, Beta_H3o 

Consumer Behavior, Beta_H3.1a Level of Consumer, Beta_H3.2a Frequency of 

Consumer, Beta_H4a Consumer Lifestyle, Beta_H4.1a Healthy Demand, Beta_H4.2a 

Entertainment, Beta_H4.3a Family Orientation, Beta_H4.4a Work Orientation#0 

 In research methodology author used quantitative analysis method and data 

collection used questionnaire to distribution in shopping mall there are Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong, university and food streets, totally distribution to 

404 copies and finally back to 404 copies, and 100% validity rate of 404 copies.  

In finding data and analysis researcher did three parts analysis as follows: 

-  Using multinomial regression to do hypotheses testing 

-  Using cross tabulation to do analysis of demographic information. 

5.1 Conclusion 

5.1.1 Conclusion of analysis of cross tabulation 

According to cross tabulation of analysis of gender we can know the most 

favorite brand of Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok is Tim Ho Wan there are totally 

204 respondents out of 404 respondents(50.5%); the second is Little Hongkong there 

totally120 respondents out of 404 respondents(29.7%), the third is Ningkee Hot Spot 

there are totally 80 respondents out of 404 respondents(19.8) 

Most respondents who choose to Tim Ho Wan are male with the number of 

108 out of 204 (52.9%), are age from 20 to 29 years old with the number of 168 out of 

204 (82.4%), are education level of college or university with the number of 116 out 

of 204 (56.9%), are single with the number of 176 out of 204(86.3%), are salary level 
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10,000 bath and below with the number of 60 out of 204(29.4%), and with the number 

of 112 out of 204(54.9%) are student, with the number of 136 out of 204(66.7%) are 

Buddhist. 

  Most respondents who choose to Little Hongkong are male with the number of 

80 out of 120 (66.7%), are age from 20 to 29 years old with the number of 108 out of 

120 (90.0%), are education level of college or university with the number of 84 out of 

120 (70.0%), are single with the number of 104 out of 120(86.7%), are salary level 

from10,001 to 20,000 bath with the number of 70 out of 120(58.3%), and with the 

number of 65 out of 120(54.2%) are student, with the number of 92 out of 120(76.7%) 

are Buddhist. 

  Most respondents who choose to Ningkee Hot Spot are female with the 

number of 48out of 80 (60.0%), are age from 20 to 29 years old with the number of 64 

out of 80 (80.0%), are education level of graduate school with the number of 44 out of 

80 (55.0%), are single with the number of 76 out of 80(95.0%), are salary level 

10,000 bath and below with the number of 41 out of 80(51.3%), and with the number 

of 51 out of 80(51.3%) are student, with the number of 44 out of 80(55.0%) are 

Buddhist. 

5.1.2 Conclusion of analysis of multinomial regression 

The analysis of multinomial regression mainly used to analysis factors 

influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok and details of marketing mix 7Ps, 

Brand Equity, Consumer Behavior and Consumer lifestyle model might influence 

customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot 

Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 
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There are details that acquire from last chapter as followings shown, P-

valus<.05 is mean that variables are significantly influence customer choice about top 

three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok 

  First, Product (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Price (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) 

Promotion(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Place (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) People 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Process (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Physical evidence 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong). 

Second, Brand Equity (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Consumer Lifestyle 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) Service Quality(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are significantly 

influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, but Consumer Behavior 

(Disagree)(P-valu=.200>.05) is not are significantly influence customer choice about 

top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in 

Bangkok. 

Third, In product model, good taste(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), good 

quality(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), preferring package(agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Fourth, In price model, lower price (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), moderating price 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), flexibility discount (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 
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Fifth, In promotion model, advertising (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), awards 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), benefit activity (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Sixth, In place model, traffic convenient (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), city-

center (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), shopping mall (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Seventh, In people model, friendly staff(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), skillful 

staff(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), responsible staff (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Eighth, In process model, efficient service(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), 

technological service (agree)(P-value=.043<.05), easy service (agree)(P-

value=.025<.05) are significantly influence customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Ninth, In physical model, just good facilities (agree)(P-value=.007<.05) is 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Tenth, In brand equity model, brand name (agree)(P-value=.049<.05), brand 

awareness (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), brand preference (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), 

brand loyalty (agree)(P-value=.001<.05) are significantly influence customer choice 

about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little 

Hongkong) in Bangkok. 
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Eleventh, In consumer behavior model, level of consumer (agree)(P-

value=.000<.05), frequency of consumer (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are significantly 

influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

Finally In consumer lifestyle model, healthy demand (agree)(P-

value=.000<.05), entertainment (agree)(P-value=.000<.05), family orientation 

(agree)(P-value=.000<.05), work orientation (agree)(P-value=.000<.05) are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok. 

5.2 Discussion 

Within a study of factors influencing customer choice about top three 

Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok 

has already gotten conclusion that product, price, promotion, place, people, process 

and physical evidence brand equity, consumer lifestyle and service quality are 

significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho 

Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok in chapter 5. 

Most customers who select to top three Hongkong restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, 

Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok are male(220 respondents), many 

customers are age from 20 to 29 years old(340 respondents), most customers’ level of 

education are college or university(228 respondents), most customers’ married status 

are single(356 respondents) and occupation are student (228 respondents), there are 

272 respondents are Buddhist, therefore most young people who are student will 

choose to Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok in the study. 

Now going to comparison with criteria of customer choice about Japanese 
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restaurant in Bangkok (Arisa, 2009) by literature review, this author mainly 

illuminated customers were expected to Oishi restaurant in Bangkok could afford to 

reliability service, responsible service, empathy service, assurance service ,tangible 

service. In a study of factors influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok shows that 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok could afford good taste, good quality, preferring 

package for customer in product model, Japanese-style restaurant could afford these 

either(Arisa Tiyasuwan,2009).  

In a study of factors influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant(Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok shows that 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok could afford lower price, moderating price, 

flexibility for customers, the price model is different factors from Arisa’s study. 

  In promotion model, this study shows that Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok could 

give advertising, awards, benefit activity to customers, in place model, this study 

shows that Hongkong restaurant is able to give traffic convenient, city-center, and 

shopping mall location, these two models are different from Arisa’s study. 

Japanese restaurant in Bangkok needed to improve their service quality such 

as speed of service, staff-response knowledge, good service attitude and willing 

(Arisa,2009) but in this study shows that Hongkong restaurant could afford friendly, 

skillful and responsible staff in people model, efficient, technological and easy service 

in process model, good facilities in Physical evidence model. In same two studies all 

research friendly, skillful and responsible staff and clean environment and good 

decoration but efficient technological and easy service, good facilities are different 

from Arisa’s study 
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There are four factors which just was studied in this study as brand name, 

brand awareness, preference and loyalty.there are two factors which only belong to 

this study such as level of consumer and frequency of consumer in consumer behavior 

model. There are three factors which belonged to this study such as healthy demand, 

entertainment and family orientation, there is one factor which was mentioned and 

discussed within both two studies as work orientation. 

In conclusion from this discussion by literature, easy to attain summaries of 

differences of Hongkong-style restaurant in Bangkok and Japanese-style restaurant in 

Bangkok shows Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok could give more price strategies 

such as lower price, moderating price and flexibility discount for customers, could 

afford good promotion way to attract customers like that advertising, awards, benefit 

activity either, Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok would like to locate at place where 

traffic convenient, place where city-center and shopping mall for customer attraction. 

  From discussion easy to know Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok pay attention to 

their brand name and customers’ brand awareness, brand preference and brand loyalty. 

Regarding customers’ healthy demand and entertainment, family orientation as 

important in Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok , therefore Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok would possess most customers and customer brand loyalty. 

5.3 Recommendation for Future Research 

First, a study of factors influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok has 

limitation of just choosing three brand of Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok for this 

research and then, data and information from this study for the research in the future 

will be basis theory, new researcher will choose different programs to illustrate some 
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new details than now, it will get more new segments in the future. 

Second, author just choose top three brand of Hongkong restaurant in 

Bangkok, but within new research is able to upgrade some new brand of Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok or other place around Thailand. 

Third, in this study already attained conclusion that product, price, promotion, 

place, people, process, physical evidence, brand equity, consumer lifestyle and service 

quality are significantly influence customer choice about top three Hongkong 

restaurant (Tim Ho Wan, Ningkee Hot Spot, Little Hongkong) in Bangkok, therefore, 

new researcher after that could consider in depth what customer need really about 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok and how to innovate these mixes program in the 

future. 

Fourth, hoping the research could help Chinese-style restaurant to improve 

their business and brand expansion in Bangkok, Thailand and improving their 

marketing strategy and coming up with some new information later. 

  5.4 Managerial Implication 

  According to results from data analysis and finding in this study author is able 

to create some marketing strategies as follows, such that could help managers to 

improve Hongkong restaurant income situation. 

-Product Strategy 

  Managers from Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should keep good taste, good 

quality and preferring package of their product continue and innovation of taste, 

quality and package on periodical. 

-Price Strategy 

  Managers should maintain their lower price, moderating price and flexibility 
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discount all these price advantages for Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok and adjusting 

price with market variation. 

- Promotion Strategy 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should improve their ability to promotion by 

using advertising, afford awards to customer and holding some benefit activity for 

customers. In this way to attract majority customers.  

- Place Strategy 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should choose location where is traffic 

convenient, where located city-center and inside shopping mall in this way to 

convenient for customers. 

- People Strategy 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should maintain their staff to be friendly, 

skillful and responsible for customer in service time. 

- Process Strategy 

Managers worked at Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should maintain their 

efficient, technological and easy service to power itself ability to compete. 

-Physical Evidence Strategy 

Keeping good facilities offered to customer is very important for Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok, meanwhile later need to upgrade service and basis facilities.  

-Brand Equity Strategy 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok  has been conserving brand name and 

helping customer to build and keep brand awareness, researching customer’s brand 

preference and keeping customer’s brand loyalty. 
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- Consumer Behavior Strategy 

Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok should pay attention to customer’s level of 

consumer and frequency of consumer in deep. 

- Consumer Lifestyle Strategy 

  Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok must design product by healthy demand, and has to 

hold entertainment for customers such as Hongkong music and song, festival, and pay 

attention to customer’s family and work situation to set up product. 
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: Content Validity 

 

Indexes of Item of Congruence is consistency between the objective and content or 

questions and objectives, and later in this article it would abbreviate to IOC that can 

be calculated by follow formulate: 

 

                         IOC = ΣR /N  

Instruments: 

ΣR= Total Assessment points given by all qualified experts 

N= Number of experts 

There are three criteria the experts could choose: 

+1 means that the question is exactly consistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

0 means that the question is inexactly consistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

-1 means that the question is exactly inconsistent with the objective of the 

questionnaire 

Indexes of Item of Congruence have to be valued to more or equal 0.5 that could 

regard as accepted  
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the Results of IOC Score from Three Experts 

 EXPERT1 EXPERT2 EXPERT3 TOTAL 

SCORE 

IOC DATA 

ANALYSIS 

NO. +1 0 -1 +1 0 -1 +1 0 -1    

1 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

2 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

3 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

4 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

5 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

6 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

7 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

8 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

9 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

10 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

11 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

12 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

13 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

14 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

15 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

16 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

17 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

18 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

19 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

20 √   √   √   3 1 Accepted 

 

So the totally IOC = 
       

  
 = 1.00, 1.00>0.05 that means this questionnaire has 

high accepted extent. 
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APPENDIX B : Reliability Test 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 30 100.0 

Excluded
a
 0 .0 

Total 30 100.0 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.834 42 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Product 3.3667 2.10882 30 

Price 3.8667 2.12916 30 

Promotion 3.5000 2.06364 30 

Place 3.3333 1.78757 30 

People 3.6667 1.88155 30 

Process 3.3000 1.66402 30 

Physical Evidence 3.7667 1.59056 30 

Brand Equity 4.6000 1.99309 30 

Consumer Behavior 4.2667 1.83704 30 

Consumer Lifestyle 3.8333 2.15092 30 

Service Quality 3.8667 2.01260 30 

Good Taste 4.5667 .85836 30 

Good Quality 4.1000 .80301 30 

Preferring Package 3.3333 .99424 30 

Lower Price 3.8000 .84690 30 

Moderating Price 3.5333 .93710 30 

 

Flexibility Discount 3.4667 1.10589 30 

Advertising 3.0333 1.03335 30 

Awards 3.1333 .93710 30 

Benefit Activity 3.3000 .87691 30 

Traffic Convenient 4.1000 .84486 30 

City-center 3.3667 1.15917 30 

Shopping Mall 3.4667 1.19578 30 
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Friendly Staff 4.0667 .94443 30 

Skillful Staff 3.6667 1.06134 30 

Responsible Staff 4.1000 .92289 30 

Efficient Service 4.3000 .79438 30 

Technological Service 3.0667 1.01483 30 

Easy Service 4.0333 .80872 30 

Clean Environment 3.9667 1.03335 30 

Good Decoration 3.6000 .93218 30 

Good Facilities 3.6667 1.02833 30 

Brand Name 3.3000 1.31700 30 

Brand Awareness 3.4000 1.13259 30 

Brand Preference 3.4333 1.07265 30 

Brand Loyalty 3.2000 .99655 30 

Level of Consumer 3.0667 1.14269 30 

Frequency of 

Consumer 
3.4667 1.10589 30 

Healthy Demand 3.5667 1.00630 30 

Entertainment 2.8667 1.00801 30 

Family Orientation 3.4000 1.35443 30 

Work Orientation 3.1000 1.12495 30 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 30 100.0 

 
 

Excluded
a
 0 .0 

Total 30 100.0 

 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.845 11 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Product 3.3667 2.10882 30 

Price 3.8667 2.12916 30 

Promotion 3.5000 2.06364 30 
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Place 3.3333 1.78757 30 

People 3.6667 1.88155 30 

Process 3.3000 1.66402 30 

Physical Evidence 3.7667 1.59056 30 

Brand Equity 4.6000 1.99309 30 

Consumer Behavior 4.2667 1.83704 30 

Consumer Lifestyle 3.8333 2.15092 30 

Service Quality 3.8667 2.01260 30 

 

Case Processing Summary 

 N % 

Cases Valid 30 100.0 

Excluded
a
 0 .0 

Total 30 100.0 

 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.804 31 

 

Item Statistics 

 Mean Std. Deviation N 

Good Taste 4.5667 .85836 30 

Good Quality 4.1000 .80301 30 

Preferring Package 3.3333 .99424 30 

Lower Price 3.8000 .84690 30 

Moderating Price 3.5333 .93710 30 

Flexibility Discount 3.4667 1.10589 30 

Advertising 3.0333 1.03335 30 

Awards 3.1333 .93710 30 

Benefit Activity 3.3000 .87691 30 

Traffic Convenient 4.1000 .84486 30 

City-center 3.3667 1.15917 30 

Shopping Mall 3.4667 1.19578 30 

Friendly Staff 4.0667 .94443 30 

Skillful Staff 3.6667 1.06134 30 

Responsible Staff 4.1000 .92289 30 

Efficient Service 4.3000 .79438 30 

Technological Service 3.0667 1.01483 30 
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Easy Service 4.0333 .80872 30 

Clean Environment 3.9667 1.03335 30 

Good Decoration 3.6000 .93218 30 

Good Facilities 3.6667 1.02833 30 

Brand Name 3.3000 1.31700 30 

Brand Awareness 3.4000 1.13259 30 

Brand Preference 3.4333 1.07265 30 

Brand Loyalty 3.2000 .99655 30 

 

Level of Consumer 3.0667 1.14269 30 

Frequency of 

Consumer 
3.4667 1.10589 30 

Healthy Demand 3.5667 1.00630 30 

Entertainment 2.8667 1.00801 30 

Family Orientation 3.4000 1.35443 30 

Work Orientation 3.1000 1.12495 30 
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APPENDIX C: Multinomial Logistic Regression 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 879.182    

Final 14.322 864.860 96 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .882 

Nagelkerke .993 

McFadden .974 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 779.871    

Final 419.591 360.280 58 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .590 

Nagelkerke .664 

McFadden .406 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 879.182    

 

Final 267.932 611.250 76 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .780 

Nagelkerke .877 
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McFadden .689 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 878.890    

Final 523.148 355.742 70 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .589 

Nagelkerke .663 

McFadden .405 

 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 414.060    

Final 281.813 132.248 26 .000 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .279 

Nagelkerke .314 

McFadden .149 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 683.304    

Final 482.349 200.955 36 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .392 
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Nagelkerke .441 

McFadden .226 

 

 

 

Model Fitting Information 

Model 

Model Fitting Criteria Likelihood Ratio Tests 

-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig. 

Null 853.691    

Final 472.796 380.894 52 .000 

 

 

Pseudo R-Square 

Cox and Snell .610 

Nagelkerke .687 

McFadden .429 
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APPENDIX D : QUESTIONNAIRE(ENGLISH) 

Questionnaire about factors influencing customer choice about Hongkong restaurant 

in Bangkok  

PART 1: this questionnaire wants to test customer’s brand purchase about Hongkong 

restaurant in Bangkok, please show your answer 

1.1 which brand name of Hongkong restaurant in Bangkok do you often go to ? 

       Tim Ho Wan       Ningkee Hot Spot        Little Hongkong  

 1.2 Do you like Hongkong food? 

    Yes                        No 

 

PART 2 : The following factors no effective with your purchase decision, please 

indicate your attitude ,0=None,1=Mild,2=Somewhat mild,3=Moderate 

mild,4=Neutral ,5=general strong,6=Somewhat strong,7= very strong   

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Product 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Price 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Promotion 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Place 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

People 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Process 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Physical evidence 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Brand Equity 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Consumer Behavior 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Consumer Lifestyle 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Service Quality 0  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

PART 3: this questionnaire wants to investigate 7Ps marketing mix, brand equity, 

consumer behavior, consumer lifestyle influence customer choice about HongKong 

restaurant in Bangkok and please indicate how extent you agree with it . I prefer to eat 

at Hongkong restaurant because:  

3.1 Product 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Good Taste 1 2 3 4 5 

Good Quality  1 2 3 4 5 

Preferring package 1 2 3 4 5 

3.2 Price 

 Strongly 

disagree  

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhatag

ree 

Strongly 

agree 

Lower price 1 2 3 4 5 

Moderating Price 1 2 3 4 5 

Flexibility Discount 1 2 3 4 5 

3.3 Promotion 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhatdi

sagree 

Neutral Somewhatag

ree 

Strongly 

agree 

Advertising 1 2 3 4 5 
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Awards 1 2 3 4 5 

Benefit Activities 1 2 3 4 5 

3.4 Place(Location) 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhatagr

ee 

Strongly 

agree 

Traffic Convenient 1 2 3 4 5 

City-Center 1 2 3 4 5 

Shopping mall  1 2 3 4 5 

3.5 People 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Friendly staff 1 2 3 4 5 

Skillful staff 1 2 3 4 5 

Responsible staff 1 2 3 4 5 

3.6 Process 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Efficient service 1 2 3 4 5 

Technological service 1 2 3 4 5 

Easy service  1 2 3 4 5 

3.7 Physical evidence 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 
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Clean environment 1 2 3 4 5 

Good decoration 1 2 3 4 5 

Good facilities 1 2 3 4 5 

3.8 Brand Equity 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Brand Name 1 2 3 4 5 

Brand Awareness 1 2 3 4 5 

Brand Preference 1 2 3 4 5 

Brand Loyalty 1 2 3 4 5 

3.9 Consumer Behavior 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Level of 

Consumer 

1 2 3 4 5 

Frequency of 

Consumer 

1 2 3 4 5 

3.10 Consumer Lifestyle 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Somewhat 

disagree 

Neutral Somewhat 

agree 

Strongly 

agree 

Healthy Demand 1 2 3 4 5 

Entertainment 1 2 3 4 5 

Family Orientation 1 2 3 4 5 
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Work Orientation 1 2 3 4 5 

PART 4: Demographic 

4.1 What is your gender? 

        Male               Female 

4.2 which is your age groups? 

  Under 20 years old     20-29    30-39     40-49        50 years and above 

4.3what is your education level? 

   High school        College or university                 Graduate school 

4.4 what is your married situation? 

   Single           Married          Others 

4.5 how many you get salary per month? 

    10,000 bath or below 

    10,001-20,000 bath 

    20,001-30,000 bath 

    30,001-40,000 bath 

    40,001-50,000 bath 

    50,001 and more 

4.6 what is your occupation ?      

    Service sector 

    Manufacture sector 

    Public sector 

    Student 

    Retired 

    Others 
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4.7what is your religion? 

    Buddhist 

    Christian 

    Islamic 

    Others 
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